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Left to Right: (top) Hotokegaura, Osorezan – Life/Death Bridge, Variety Show (or worse?) typical hiking experience;  (middle) full-on 

Japanese dinner, Kuroyu onsen, Haguro stairs, Gassan summit & edelweiss;  (bottom) extraordinary Akita Kanto matsuri/festival with 
greatest dad ever, the surprise love hotel stay/check-in with sexy costumes, amazing Aomori Neputa matsuri/festival  

 
In 2017, Ellen and I began what I hope will continue as our every-other-year 
adventures down the length of Japan – emphasizing rural/small-town experiences 
(in the spirit of Alan Booth’s “The Roads to Sata”).  We began in 2017 with the 
northernmost island of Hokkaido – emphasizing gardens/flowers, farm-stays, and 
volcano hiking.  Continuing south, this trip took place across Tohoku, the name for 
northern Honshu (in our case, Aomori, Akita, and Yamagata prefectures).  The 
planned themes this time were religious mountain hikes, historic onsen inns, and 
three big summer festivals/matsuri:  the rice harvest-focused Akita Kanto, and the 
warrior story-focused lantern float Nebuta/Neputa parades at Aomori and Hirosaki.  
We began DIY-planning this trip in January 2019;  the biggest challenges were 
securing festival access and accommodation (consider that about 1 million people 
attend the Aomori Nebuta every day for the 6 days it is held).  That said, virtually 
ALL other destinations we visited were sparsely trafficked and really enjoyable 
because there were few tourists. 
  
July 21-23:  No Star Wars Plane To Aomori 
After my LONG set of flights to Sapporo/Hokkaido in 2017, I decided this time to 
attempt just Seattle to Narita/Tokyo (using ANA’s Economy Comfort once again) 
and then rest up at an airport hotel before proceeding on domestic flights north.  In reality, this is the better option because the cost was 
considerably lower and, in the case of Tohoku, Aomori is not as easy a destination to access as Sapporo.  Indeed, I had to fly Narita to 
Sapporo and the backtrack south to Aomori on a prop plane.  I had also come to realize that Narita is not as big and intimidating as it 
looks – and, since most Japanese tourists seem to use the trains, dealing with checking back in for the domestic flights was not a big 
deal.  But I digress:  The big flight between Seattle and Narita was about 8 hours long, departing Seattle late around 2 (still not sure 
why – but there was an angry passenger incident in the gate area that had the ANA staff worked up).  Views were limited most of the 
way by clouds.  I enjoyed Bohemian Rhapsody and a few naps here and there.  We made a very hard landing at Narita, the cloud 



ceiling maybe 500 feet above the ground.  Even so, it was hot and humid… as it was virtually EVERYWHERE on this trip.  I had to ask 
an information counter where the hotel shuttles were – and then wait outside about 20 minutes.  Did I mention it was hot and humid?  I 
used the very basic and cheap-ish Narita Resthouse hotel (effectively 5 minutes away – but not really walkable) and was checked in by 
6 p.m.  There was basic on-site dining (I did an udon/tempura with salad) and good AC.  After a good night of sleep, I enjoyed a decent 
breakfast (probably 60:40 Japanese:western).   
 

 
Left to Right:  Narita airport hotel, Aomori and harbor, waterfront map of Aomori prefecture – and waterfront 

 
And then it was back to the airport.  There was some confusion about which terminal I was to use and where I wound up;  I think the 
shuttle dropped me off at international but then I had to walk to domestic ANA.  There was no one in line at check-in/baggage, and few 
in line at security.  The flight to Sapporo was maybe half full – and we had to circle Sapporo a good 30 minutes because of 
gate/airspace congestion.  They then parked at some remote location on the tarmac and bused us in, initially trying to send everyone 
straight to baggage.  I was on the ball enough to know I shouldn’t cross into the exit/baggage area – but I had to work very hard at 
convincing 3 staff members to escort me up into the gate for my connection.  Later, Ellen got herded right into baggage and had to go 
through the entire security gauntlet – probably because she was very tired (having strung together Amsterdam, Finland, Nagoya, and 
Sapporo – without any sleep).  By this point (it was around 2), I was super-hungry/hangry and having a hard time finding acceptable 
food.  Ellen was to arrive around 3:30 – and we were scheduled to fly together to Aomori at 4.  In the end, I went mostly western and 
ate these funny British style tea sandwich collections with some Hokkaido corn tea (a favorite from 2016).  Ellen also arrived late and 
then we noticed that our Aomori flight reader-board said “may return” – which meant the plane was going to try to get through the 
thunderheads now forming but may return to Sapporo if things were bad.  Said flight was delayed another 15 minutes but ultimately did 
make it through to Aomori, although Ellen did not enjoy the flight at all – although the views of the crescent-shaped harbor/city were 
lovely.  The Aomori airport is about 20 minutes south of the city.  We picked up our silver Toyota Vitz rental car easily by the small 
airport and made our way to the downtown hotel (the Richmond).   Given the relatively low cost of the Richmond, I made sure we each 
had our own room so Ellen could recover – which she needed.  We walked to a couple-run tonkatsu restaurant about 4 blocks south of 
the hotel;  the tonkatsu (breaded/fried pork cutlet with a BBQ-like sauce and shredded cabbage) was excellent.  Because it was dark by 
7:30, we only got in a short downtown walk before hitting a Lawson for ice cream and going to bed.   
 

 
Left to Right:  Aomori view from hotel, car in vending machine lot, views of Hakkoda and apple fencing, Sai village and visitor center 

 
July 24-25:  Shimokita Peninsula and the Mountain of Fear/Death 
The Shimokita Peninsula is the ax-shaped landmass comprising northeast Aomori prefecture.  I had first seen it from the air when flying 
to Sapporo in 2017 – and I had also been inspired to go there by an episode of Journeys in Japan about Mt. Osorezan and the 
Hotokegaura rock formations.  We stayed in Mutsu (the largest city on the peninsula) for 2 nights.  On the morning of the 24th, we left 
Aomori thinking we had a 2-hour drive;  well – that was just to Mutsu.  Despite all our planning efforts, we didn’t understand how long 
and slow the driving was around the Shimokita – specifically to the village of Sai, jump-off for the planned boat-tour of Hotokegaura 
(which we had emailed about but not received replies regarding whether the stated 2 p.m. departure was booked/running).  In the end, 
it was just over 3 hours to Sai – with much of the final 90 minutes through curving low mountains and slow-paced seaside villages 
(sometimes avoiding old men riding bikes or tractors with wagons).  In general, many places we visited in Tohoku represented a serious 
reality in much of Japan at this time:  economic depression and an aging population (Aomori, Akita and Yamagata are all among the top 
five poorest prefectures in Japan).  In some towns we passed (particularly this area – and later in Hirosaki), there were actual signs 
showing cartoon outlines of 2 old people smiling;  Ellen said the signs generally translated “Old People District/Watch for Old People.”   
 
Driving north from Mutsu (the largest city on the peninsula), we hit some foggy rain between Ohata and Oma (the northernmost point of 
Honshu) and were concerned the planned boat trip would either be canceled or a bust.  However, things grew sunny as we headed 
south along the western side of the peninsula.  At some point, one of the apparently famous peninsula monkeys (macaques, I believe) 
appeared along the road (before quickly running into the thick forest jungle, escaping our cameras).  We arrived in Sai around 1:30, 
having done some minimal convenience store lunch-ing (i.e. red bean paste mochi, my usual go-to).  Sai was a small fishing village at 



the base of steep, rugged, green mountains that comprised the unpopulated majority of the Shimokita peninsula interior (few roads 
bisect the central land masses).  We found the Hotokegaura boat tour office within some kind of centralized tourist visitor 
center/community center.  Despite email disconnects, they did know who we were and seemed to be expecting us.  It seemed to us that 
there were about 4-5 official boat/tour operators.  We thankfully missed what seemed to be a large bus-tour group and wound up, 
instead, with 10 miscellaneous travelers on one large boat (which probably seated 50) – including a guy who participated in Willamette 
University’s Japanese Studies program and seemed to now be in charge of revitalizing tourism on the Shimokita.  He specifically asked 
how we came to visit Sai/Hotokegaura but seemed unaware that Journeys in Japan had done any shows about this area.   
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) Sai, Hotokegaura/temple from boat, Tsugaru Strait & Hokkaido;  (bottom) pier/sidewalk, trail through Hotokegaura  

 
The boat ride to the Hotokegaura rock formations lasted 30 minutes and was scenic and fast-moving.  The tufa formations seemed to 
pop out of nowhere along the otherwise steep green mountains pouring down to the sea.  The site itself is rather developed;  there is a 
big concrete pier/sidewalk leading to the shore.  The water is very clear and blue.  A couple of small buildings, including a shrine, are 
located up from the pier.  We were told that there was an historic 2-day pilgrimage between Osorezan (which we would be visiting 
tomorrow) and these shrines;  we have been unable to confirm this using sources on-line.  We were also told you could hike down to 
the shrine/rock formations from some upper/inland road – but this was currently closed/under construction.  On-line accounts of this 
option suggest the total length of the descending/stair walk is 600 m (total length – not total elevation loss).  We were given 30 minutes 
to walk among the rock formations.  Some of that was on sandy beach, some on wooden boardwalks, and some on rough rocks.  I 
would have wanted to explore more (because there some really high fluted rocks farther away - which I could only do close-up 
photography with) – but it was hard to say how far you could walk in the available time given the approaching tide/sea.  After returning 
to Sai, we took a 20-minute exercise walk around the town, including up a set of tori-gated stairs to one of the most sad and unkempt 
shrines we’ve ever seen in Japan – and then a short stop to a local bakery for delicious chestnut-filled cake-rolls.   In contrast with 
Hokkaido (where shrines and temples were a rarity), historically "mainland# Japan was filled with shrine-ry. 

 
Left to Right:  fluted Hotokegaura rocks and temple, Sai tori gate and shrine with dragon detail. 

 
From Sai, it was about 90 minutes back to Mutsu;  we chose to backtrack the same northern route because we were told the southern 
loop would be longer (and, as stated, the inland/mountain road was closed).  Our moderately-priced hotel (the Mutsu Grand) was quite 
obvious:  it was the big pink thing on the hill above the city.  Although a little pretentious-looking and bus-tour-oriented (i.e. serving a lot 
of older Japanese travelers), we did enjoy our 2-night stay.  The room was good, the view was really good (over the whole of the city 
and its crescent harbor, as well as several of the high summit peaks around Osorezan, which we’d visit tomorrow), and the locale was 
nice for exercise walking (i.e. you could easily walk down the hill, through some nice neighborhoods, and along these good walking 
paths along the river).  The first night, I paid through the nose for a fancy western-style dinner (app, soup, tiny fancy wagyu steak, so-
so-dessert) and I felt like I was up in the Space Needle circa 1980 (that said, there were hardly any people in the restaurant – so it felt a 
little awkward).  Ellen used the on-site onsen and said it was busy and that there were some unruly children jumping and splashing in 
the water (a total no-no!).  In general, most onsen hotels allow non-guests to use their baths during certain hours for a separate fee – so 



even though a given hotel can feel sleepy, many attract crowds during public onsen hours.  That said, everyone we saw in the elevator 
or lobby was older and wearing yukata, indicating they were probably on their way to the baths.   Given Ellen’s impressions of this 
hotel’s onsen, I did not make a visit. 
 

 
Left to Right:  Mutsu hotel and view, riverwalk, Osorezan - old lady statue, main temple entrance with recent festival pinwheels 

 
The next day, I was up around 6 a.m. and decided to go for an exploratory morning walk (down the hill, along the river, and basically 
doing a big loop using 2 bridges;  Ellen later expanded this to a larger running loop after we failed to find long-distance hiking on 
Shimokita).  Given that Ellen was still not up when I returned (and I was hungry), I enjoyed breakfast on my own.  This hotel’s breakfast 
was more Japanese than western.  They put down a set tray of items (all Japanese) and then you could add things from a simpler 
buffet with limited choices (rice, miso, various pickled items, salad… but no yogurt – sad face).  The first day, I did OK because they 
gave us a vegetarian soup/stew;  the second day was a scallop and that wasn’t going to happen.  Today, the big goal was to visit 
Osorezan, which was a 30-minute drive part-way to Sai.  Unfortunately, we hoped to get a big hike in – namely: the claimed 10 km trail 
around Lake Usori (this was actually stated in no uncertain terms on the Mutsu/Shimokita tourism website).  We packed accordingly 
and headed up.  Given that we were one day late for the Itako-Tasai festival – which sees thousands visiting Osorezan to communicate 
with the souls of the departed – it felt like a ghost town up there the day we visited.  Initially, I thought Ellen would be disappointed by 
this timing – but she actually said she was relieved to not be there during such an intense experience because she found Osorezan 
generally intense even without crowds.  Lastly, the Itako-Tasai should not be confused with O-Bon (although that is also a festival for 
the dead), which takes place in mid-August throughout Japan. 
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) nipply Buddha in main entrance, sulfur-y troughs carry hot water to – baths, prayer towers;  (bottom) “trailhead” into 

the death/fear/scary/hell-zone… Ellen and overview of trail system through cairn-age 
 
Indeed, Osorezan goes by a lot of interesting names:  mountain of death, fear, scary, hell, terrible…  In re-reading Booth (for the fourth 
time) for this report, I was surprised how overcome he seemed with how spooky the place seemed.  For me, it was a beautiful setting:  
a big crater lake surrounded by multiple hilly green summits and a big Yellowstone-like solfatera with shrines and Buddhist statues.  
Ellen, however, felt like Booth – albeit set off because, as we were approaching the entrance, this older woman lying in a wheel-bed – 
swaddled with blankets – was being transported from this side-area (presumably the inn that many people use for medical rehab) 
across the boardwalks.  She was the only person we saw like this, causing us to wonder whether some elderly people come here to die 
(as they do in places like Varanasi).  From the main shrine area, there are about 1.5 miles of trails around the solfatera.  We spent 
about 2 hours slowly exploring and photographing everything we could find.  There were, at most, only about 20 cars of people visiting 
when we were there (only 1 westerner) – so quiet and serene.  Many statues were dressed up (often in faded red aprons).  There were 
also many festival-planted pinwheels being picked up and tossed out by the cleaning crew.  Although pinwheels are often associated 
with dead children, they can be posted for any dead people.  At some locations (particularly this one area in the lower area by the lake), 
there were sandals or head-scarves left on the ground or in bushes, presumably representing pilgrims who had walked.  When we 
arrived at the lakeshore, we poked around looking for the advertised lake trail – having been told point-blank by the staffmember in the 
ticket-booth back at the start that no such trail existed and if you wanted to walk the lakeshore somehow, it was too dangerous given 



our inadequate shoes and the fact that most of it was overgrown.  While we agree with the latter, we disagree with the former.  There 
was a very modern statue of the Buddha/lotus flower by the lake and it seemed like many people engaged in serious prayer here 
(almost the point I felt like I shouldn’t be watching).  We looped around, climbing over some taller hills, back to the main entrance. 
 

 
Left to Right:  lower Osorezan – 1000 cranes, walker-adorned statue, many adorned statues, pilgrim offerings, modern Buddha-lotus 

 
After exhausting all the trails in the solfatera, we ate our lunches (deliciously including tofu-wrapped rice) picnic-style in the bus 
resthouse, which provided good bathrooms and nice tables.  There, the staffmember in the bus-booth (who seemed more outdoorsy) 
did confirm that he wasn’t aware of a trail around the lake – but that there were steep trails from the lake to some of the summits around 
the lake.  Given that it was too late for that, we picked his brain for other hiking options, settling on this area that was supposed to be an 
hour away (it felt more like 2 – more curvy, slow driving… and confusion).  But before I discuss this:  about 10 minutes down from 
Osorezan was this crazy house/garden with an older couple working the yard.  This turned out to be one of our more amusing stops of 
the day given that we just drove right up and they offered to show us around.  What we took away was that this was their summer home 
(not sure where the other home was);  the husband appeared to run the show and do most of the gardening and make artwork – huge 
recycled metal or plastic animals all over (flying squirrels, horned beetles, woodpeckers, snails…).  That said, some of his narrative was 
lost in translation or possibly exaggerated (e.g. he seemed to think Banksy left him a postcard in the old van parked in the driveway).   

 
Left to Right:  wild garden artists and a small portion of their collection (horned beetles, snails, and grasshoppers) 

 
Anyway – we continued on to what I have since learned is called the Kawauchi Promenade (stated on the Mutsu/Shimokita tourism 
website – which notably stated there was hiking around Lake Usori).  At the time, that was not the name we were looking for based on 
information provided by some on-line blogger who must have been smoking crack (they insisted there were 7 km of riverside 
boardwalks along a scenic gorge).  When we finally decided that we had arrived at the goal area, the posted hike name was something 
that translated to “play walk path” – and it was a brushy, sometimes overgrown river/highway-side path connecting 4 bridges (but a big 
section was closed because of construction – so we only did 3).  Determined to hike as much as possible, we began at the official 
trailhead – described as near the Sesaragi-So Nursing Home (which seemed to be in the middle of nowhere/woods).  Given that Ellen 
said there were poisonous snakes here – and the grass/brush was high – we both used sticks to probe ahead as we walked.  There 
were, as stated, NO boardwalks anywhere.  Given high brush (a problem that plagued most hikes on this trip), there were also no views 
of the river… except where we crossed a bridge (two were foot-traffic only;  one seemed to be a logging road – given tons of clear-
cutting near the trail and visible on the hillsides).  Near where we stopped was a good waterfall – which appears to be named Otaki.   
 

  
Left to Right:  Kawauchi Promenade – or Play Walk Path:  first bridge, typical brushy trail, second bridge, Otaki, gorge, coral fungus! 

 
It should be noted that the Mutsu/Shimokita tourism website does imply there are boardwalks between the falls and the road (which we 
did not hike) – and so it is likely that the aforementioned blogger confused this with the whole route – probably because that’s all they 
walked.  In any event, this was an exercise walk and nothing more.  As noted in our tripadvisor reviews, Shimokita really needs to 



improve the accuracy of its hiking information if it wants to attract tourists like us.  We finished the hike, snacked on some golden kiwi, 
and headed back to the hotel – hitting a fair bit of rush hour traffic across Mutsu.  Tonight, we drove 10 minutes to a restaurant Ellen 
referred to as a chick place near the drinking district (i.e. designed to appeal to women... as opposed to some kind of man-boy bar).  
After accidentally trying (and mostly enjoying) one plate of Japanese spaghetti in Hokkaido, I was looking forward to sampling more – 
and the truth was here (and later in the trip):  they do marinara/bolognese really well.  The salad was a little white, though… but the 
lemon gingerale was good (albeit overpriced).  On the drive home, we were greeted near the hotel by about 40 kids and adults 
practicing for the local festival:  beating/moving taiko drums, playing flutes, chanting.  They were heading down the big hill and into the 
neighborhood, meaning we got an extra hillwalk in following them.   
 

 
Left to Right:  lots of road construction (female robot sign), Kosaka theatre banners, Kourakukan exterior and interior 

 
July 26-27:  Lake Towada, Hakkoda Mountains and the Superkabuki Variety Show 
The basecamp area for our next short Tohoku leg was famous Lake Towada, one of three sub-regions in the northern part of Towada-
Hachimantai National Park (Oirase Stream/Gorge and the Hakkoda Mountains being the others).  In reality, Lake Towada feels like it is 
hanging by a thread – which is sad because it is a stunning location.  Before visiting the lake, however, it was my goal to see a kabuki-
ish performance – and the town of Kosaka (at the 8 o’clock position relative to the lake) was home to the Kourakukan Theatre, built in 
1910 to entertain what was a thriving mining community (as I learned on Journeys in Japan).  The theatre was described as being more 
casual back in the day and revitalization efforts have tried to continue that theme, including expanding performance into comedy and 
drag. When we purchased tickets, however, the google-translated title of the play we would be seeing was something to the effect of 
“struggling performance” – and so I was concerned I was subjecting Ellen and I (on a half-decent day where we could have gone 
hiking) to a tortuously serious kabuki play.  Nothing could have been further from the truth.  But I digress.  We left Mutsu around 9:30 
and it took us until 1:15 to arrive at Kosaka – albeit with a 40-minute mall stop in Aomori.  We arrived in time for a private tour of the 
theatre by a very enthusiastic staffmember/stage-hand.  We heard about the history, went under the stage to see the trap door and the 
giant hand-turning device that rotated part of the stage (notably dirt-floor with local stone-work – too dark for my camera), visited some 
dressing rooms, and toured the main seating area.  Although the theatre seated about 600, there were – sadly – only about 30 people 
seated on the tatami mats in front of the stage… most older men on a bus tour.  We picked up our pre-ordered lunches (good fried rice 
but the chicken chunks were not my favorite) and then learned that the performance today would consist of a 45 min play, a 15 min 
intermission, and a 60-min music and dance variety special.  We were also told the actors would come out before the play began for 
pictures, and that pictures were also allowed during the variety special.  And soon they did… very gregariously, which is a nice break 
from all the quiet conformity of many Japanese. 

 
Left to Right:  Superkabuki – actress (and fan) pre-show, Japanese RuPaul?, dancing samurai, posing, Burt, post-show 

 
The serious play felt more like a very simple soap opera:  a bratty girl seeking adventure runs away from home only to accidentally run 
into the arms of her real father – a criminal who turns himself in and lectures her about appreciating her parents more. There were no 
details about the cheating mother – but I’m sure some messaging about how the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree is in there.  During 
the intermission, we were lured into soft-serve ice cream that was supposed to taste like grapes but didn’t.  And then the variety hour 
began…  Ellen later noting that the Japanese LOVE variety shows on TV – and they tend to look like some cross between Lawrence 
Welk and Hee Haw.  This variety hour also had some RuPaul elements – opening with some kind of J-pop dance number with a 
posing/vogueing drag queen center stage.  Indeed, Japanese dance seems to involve a lot of intricate posing/vogueing because there 
was a LOT of different numbers along these lines – some samurai-ish, some Spanish-ish, some sentimental to old-timey music (the 
fourth picture above shows one – with both actors male).  Midway through the variety hour, several cast members in samurai outfits 
attempted to pull an audience member onto the stage – first going right up to Ellen.  Her exact words were a firm “no thank you” and so 
they moved onto one of the bus-tourists who looked like Japanese Burt Reynolds.  Burt was quite obliging, putting on his robes and 
doing some simple sword-work.  Ellen and I did agree that the most well-done number was a hidden mask-dance by the lead actor 
(who did all the drag as well);  it’s hard to describe other than to say that he hid a series of masks in these cloaks that ultimately 



communicated his dark side and ended with his female-geisha persona.  That said, the variety hour should have lasted only 30 minutes 
and, much as we wanted to leave, we were equally curious what the group was going to do next (Ellen speculated:  roller disco).  Plus, 
their enthusiasm was admirable, even in the face of a nearly empty theatre (ganbatte!).  For over 2 hours after the performance, we 
discussed it (mostly with an emphasis on how sad and/or bad it often felt)… but, as I noted to Ellen at some point:  well, it must have 
been interesting because we are still discussing it hours later.  That said, super-kabuki did become a measuring stick of sorts for the 
rest of the trip (e.g. if we experienced something poor/X, we would say:  would you rather do that/X or super-kabuki again?).   
 

 
Left to Right:  Sarah posing/vogueing in front of Towada ferries, dragon paddleboats, patty-cake Maidens, heading to shrine… 

 
At around 4:30, we continued to Lake Towada – a very green and jungly version of Crater Lake - and our hotel (Towadake Lakeside).  
After visiting Hokkaido (e.g. Lake Akan, Kussharo), I was expecting Lake Towada to be super-developed with visible hotels all around 
the lakeshore.  Descending into the crater towards this green peninsula, however, you had little sense there were any buildings.  We 
arrived at the hotel around 5:15, making set dinner reservations (which we had included in our reservation) for 7 p.m.  We then went 
walking for just over an hour – exploring the lakeshore, visiting the famous Maidens statue, hiking to some shrines, and returning down 
the main road.  Although there were a dozen big resorty-looking hotels along the lake between our hotel and the Maidens, at least 70% 
were closed down and boarded up – adding to a sense of decay.  Same story coming down the main street on the other side.  
Originally, we had questioned doing a set meal plan because – looking at googlemaps – we figured we could find something simpler 
and cheaper.  Actually seeing the area, though:  the situation was very sad, with highly limited offerings.  The next day, we did drive 
higher above the peninsula on the road heading out another direction and things were a little livelier – but not what I would call a 
thriving place.  In any event, it is sad that Lake Towada is so dead.  All along the shore are dozens of paddle boats (swan, dragon, or 
otherwise).  There are a couple sightseeing ferries that seems to run daily tours – but we suspect they cater to bus-tour daytrippers.  
The famous Maidens statue and shrine area are both in the thick woods - with prominent bear-warning signs.  In Tohoku, there are no 
grizzly (higuma – Hokkaido only) – but there are black bears (kuma).  We considered hiking to a farther shrine – but there wasn’t 
enough time.  After cleaning up at the hotel, we proceeded downstairs to the large Japanese dining room in our yukatas.  We were the 
only westerners – as was the case on most of this trip.  The dining area was 60% full - a mix of older couples or families on vacation.  
Meals were massive and set – often 15-17 bowls or tiny platters of stuff (the picture of tonight’s meal is shown in line 2 of the cover 
montage).  Although we requested the no-fish option, there were still fishy things (shellfish, raw prawn) that I did not eat – but, like I 
often said to Ellen:  we were never going to starve at any point during this trip.  Within 5 minutes of chopsticking through a few bowls, 
this loud older guy (with his quiet wife) at the table kitty-corner behind us started praising our skills and ordered us this HUGE Sapporo 
(most of which I drank since Ellen doesn’t do beer).  Ellen said we had to go over and properly thank and toast with the couple – which 
we did.  That was lots of fun;  they were on an even more epic road trip – coming up from Shikoku (way down south), driving the last 
month all over Hokkaido… and now heading back.  Alas, we should have taken a selfie with them! 
 
The next day was our first big hike, based on the Hakkoda Mountain double loop trip described in Lonely Planet’s Hiking in Japan 
guidebook (we used the 2001 edition).  As stated, the Hakkoda Mountains are part of northern Towada-Hachimantai National Park – 
and seem to be equidistant between Aomori and Towada;  indeed, it seemed like a lot of visitors came from Aomori (vs. us – coming 
from Towada). Disturbingly, however, we awoke to news that a typhoon was hitting southern Japan, resulting in high wind warnings 
even up north.  And they were correct.  Indeed, the re:line on our email home read “Let’s Typhoon Hiking.”   After a decent breakfast 
buffet (60:40 Japanese:western – no yogurt), we hit the road at 8:30.  Although the predicted/real time to the Hakkoda Mountains was 
just over an hour, all the roads were challenging, narrow, and very curvy – with most of the final section 1+ lanes (i.e. one lane with 
occasional wider/pull-outs) and TONS of hairpin turns.  The section along famous Oirase Stream/Gorge (20 minutes from the hotel) 
was lovely – but I was under the impression that it was more remote and natural… not right along the road.   
 

 
Left to Right:  Hakkoda ropeway gondola over the forest, trailhead outside gondola station, trail to… main set of marshes 

 
We somehow misread the map and thought we would hit the ropeway/gondola first (i.e. leave the car there, go up, and hike to the 
Sukayo Onsen lower down)... but it was the other way around.  After buying some food for lunch at the onsen store, we noticed the 



public bus in the parking lot (which we thought we were taking at the end of the day) and decided to jump on it now (it was leaving in 10 
minutes), ride it down to the gondola/ropeway, and then hike over (i.e. back to our car) – avoiding an unknown wait later.  As it turns 
out, the bus intervals along this route are pretty long-between – so we were very lucky with the timing.   Riding the gondola, the winds 
were very high  - so high that they stopped mid-air about 5 times to minimize swaying as we approached pylons.  Although the skies 
were clear as we rode up and then across this forested plateau – it was clear that the summit (the final climb in the gondola) was in a 
cloud.  Even so, it was still relatively warm (probably 70), it was not raining, and tons of Japanese hikers (most older people) were 
putting on gear and heading out.  We hiked in the cloud through the marshes near the ropeway (a popular one-hour loop many people 
do – and were doing today) - mostly protected from the winds.  But then we left the main loop and started the 1000-foot climb up Mt. 
Akakuradake where the terrain opened.  The trail was very poor - no switchbacks/straight up, HIGH steps that were rutted below placed 
logs, messy rock areas (reminded me of our first hike in Hokkaido/Meakan).   

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) all are climbing Akakuradake, with the last shot heading to Idodake;  (bottom) continuing to saddle/hut 

 
At the first seeming highpoint (actually a false summit 10 minutes below Akakuradake), we ignored a sign that basically said “don't go 
up in high winds because of narrow crater edges.” It was super fierce and windy – but, given the lack of visibility, we couldn’t tell how 
dangerous the edges were.  We dropped to a short saddle and then climbed Mt. Idodake (a little higher).  Somewhere up there, the 
clouds/fog partially retreated for maybe an hour - but the winds were even worse.  The trail down to the saddle/hut between Idodake 
and Odake was extremely tricky and steep.  Consequently, we decided to shorten our trek and skip the final peak (Mt. Odake – the 
tallest on the route, visible across this saddle) and have lunch at this filthy hut (REALLY filthy - no services) where a couple dozen other 
hikers were eating.  This option was possible because there was an escape trail from the hut back down to Sukayu.  The mix of hikers 
at or below the hut was interesting and more diverse than usual:  there were the typical well-geared solo older men – but also a huge 
group of younger people (even a few women) who seemed to be doing some kind of climbing practice (they had helmets and ropes and 
were coming down from some lingering snowfields on Odake)… and there were even some trail runners with super-lightweight shoes 
and shorts over tights (both typically frowned upon by older hikers).  Heading down, we did question our decision to bail because it 
briefly looked like it was improving... but then the rain came.   
 

 
Left to Right:  big stairs down to lower marshes, marsh and rain/umbrella, Oirase’s Choshi Big Falls, amazing Towada sunset! 

 
The trek down was on extremely treacherous trails - that were now wet and muddy on top of everything else.  There was a ~300 foot 
vertical section of straight-up wooden stairs down this nasty jungly section – thankfully, those were pretty easy.  Then we hit more 
marshes (lots of board-walking) and of course I had to pee/poo but there was no place because the trail was either in a bog or in an 
impenetrable thicket.  We took a break at this big picnic-style platform where one of the couples in shorts/skirt/tights were breaking out 
their stove to cook soup – AND smoking cigarettes (it was one of only a couple times on this whole trip we saw active smoking… 
TRULY a miracle and fundamental change Japan has finally accepted).  After said break, it rained our whole way down – with even 
more BAD trail (sort of like the worst sections of lower Cascade Head times about 50).  At some point during this final section, we ran 
into this group of older (65-75) women (plus one strapping male guide) who had been on the bus/gondola with us.  As we were first 



heading out, Ellen had asked him if he was leading the 4-hour course (which we assumed was the whole high route). He said yes, they 
were hiking from the gondola to Sukayo Onsen.  In fact, there is a low marsh route that - for them - took 4 hours.  Half of the women 
had traditional gear and looked fit to hike in these conditions; the other half had more city-style raincoats and so we were glad to see 
them at the end, joining up on the other side of the marshes.  Nonetheless, coming down the treacherous last mile of slick logs, ruts, 
and rocks was probably hard for them (it was hard for me).  At some point, I gave up wearing rain gear and just did an umbrella... but 
did find myself chilled on the ride home.  Our only minor stop was at Choshi Big Falls, an impressive colonnade along Oirase that had 
an actual parking lot.  Our second dinner featured no free beer and even more raw seafood. 

 
Left to Right:  Goshogake – bear can by trailhead, heading up, onsen piped-pool, more natural pools/solfatera… closed trail! 

July 28-30:  Naked and Afraid II – Old-Time Onsen Edition and HORRIBLE Weather! 
For the next leg of this trip, we headed south to Akita prefecture (as well as an hour in Iwate). The basecamp for this 3-day segment, 
our longest Tohoku leg, was Kuroyu Onsen, a 340-year old onsen inn deep in the mountains between Hachimantai and Akita-
Komagatake (which we would attempt).  Kuroyu is one of half a dozen historic onsen in the Nyuto area – Nyuto referring to a mountain 
(which we would attempt) and also signifying nipple.  Over Christmas 2018, I asked Ellen to choose which of the onsen inns she’d like 
to stay at (they are widely advertised together on a very good-looking website) and she picked Kuroyu.  That said, Kuroyu closes down 
for the winter and does not book on-line – so it was late February before we made email contact with them and had our room;  we were 
also advised to come with cash for the payment given their remote location/credit card reader squirrelly-ness.  Given that it was 
Ellen/my birthdays this August, my mother sent me to Japan with yen she took out to cover this leg of the trip.   
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) more Goshogake, Onuma – camera trap, dragonfly;  (bottom) sundew marsh (see red circle?) kids nature art 

 
The first task of the day was to determine how to deal with the iffy weather – a theme every day during this leg of the trip.  In our original 
planning documents, we hoped to do a 7-8 mile hike involving Mt. Yakeyama.  It should be noted that this hike was not obvious in 
Lonely Planet and required some confusing sleuthing on-line.  The way people seemed to be doing it was as a 6-hour one-way – 
starting at the lower Hachimantai Visitor Center (1 hour from Towada, 20 minutes off the highway) and ending at Tamagawa Onsen 
along the main highway (and somehow taking a bus in between).   My research suggested we could do a 5-hour out-back from either 
end, terminating at some kind of scenic ridge.  After an interesting discussion with a reserved male ranger and a high-resolution map of 
this hike, Ellen disagreed strongly with all my assessments, effectively saying I was nuts to plan any version of this hike today/in 
between the driving (1 hour prehike, 2 hours posthike).  The ranger effectively said that this was a very difficult and rough trail, with little 
above tree-line (i.e. we’d be in a jungle most of the day, on a rough trail, in questionable weather). Indeed, Ellen’s previous experience 
with Haichimantai was limited but poor;  she came here saw nothing – like visibility in the 50 foot range, if that.  While today looked OK 
below 4000 feet (around the lower visitor center), it was pretty darn shitty above.  And so we decided to focus our time and effort on 2 
areas near the lower visitor center:  Goshogake thermal area and Lake Onuma.    



We initially were confounded by the trailhead location for Goshogake, eventually realizing it proceeded directly up from the onsen/bath-
house (off a side-road from the main road up Hachimantai) – which Ellen, upon further inspection, also realized she had patronized 
during her trip here.  Goshogake was the closest thing to Yellowstone I have experienced in Japan:  a rolling set low hills with hot pools, 
solfatera, and mudpots… but NO crowds.  When Ellen first visited Yellowstone with me in 2003, she had remarked that if this were 
Japan, it would be all developed for bathing - pipes everywhere.  Although the lower part of Goshogake was piped into the onsen, 
everything above was like any natural thermal area in Yellowstone – boardwalks only.  Carrying our full packs, we spent an hour doing 
all the trails in Goshogake.  As we set out, we passed a funny bathroom facility with this rectangular paint-can and a stick – the 
associated sign effectively said:  hit if you see a bear.  Ellen thought this was hilarious.  A few years ago, there was a big loop you could 
hike all around Goshogake;  unfortunately, increases in thermal activity (including what seems to be a moving hot-spot) have resulted in 
the formation of a bunch of new and very large vents, which have eaten through the previous trail – meaning we could go to both ends 
of a U-shaped trail, but not complete the circuit.  While we were there, a Japanese couple openly left the path and ventured out onto the 
mud-pot plain to take close-up pictures;  Ellen thought about yelling something in Japanese to mortify them – but we did not.  After 
returning to the car, we drove 5 minutes back to the lower visitor center and – packs full – hiked around Lake Onuma.  This was sort of 
a boring exercise hike – but made more interesting by the following:  multiple camera traps could be found around the boardwalks and 
the visitor center had pictures (taken almost daily) of black bears on this route;  a substantial puddle of very soft, diarrhea-like bear 
poop on the boardwalk (which we confirmed with a different ranger later);  although many flowers were gone, there were some lilies and 
fields of tiny insectivorous sundew;  and by this point, it was actually sunny and getting hot – causing us to wonder whether we should 
explore/drive higher up the mountain.  Indeed, we ate our picnic lunches at this empty campground activity building – which had all 
these bins of natural object (e.g. pine cones and sticks) art supplies… as well as pictures of kids and their crafts.   
 

 
Left to Right:  upper Hachimantai - steep stone path, tiger lily, day-lilies, marsh, cotton grass, pass between Akita and Iwate prefectures 
 
Staring out at the enlarging spots of blue sky, we decided to drive to the road high point (Hachimantai Mikaeri Pass) by the marsh 
plateau of Mt. Hachimantai and hope for the best.  We conferred with a more useful ranger (she was far more talkative and interesting 
than the morning guy) who said the drive would take us 20 minutes, and – while it wasn’t going to be clear – it did seem better than 
earlier in the day.  Indeed, things were promising until the last 5 minutes of the drive – at which point we entered a thick cloud and Ellen 
overshot the parking lot, causing us to backtrack after we started heading down the other side of the pass.  Given limited time, we also 
paid $5 to park right at the pass (there seemed to be a free lot 10 minutes down the other side of the pass). We headed up the very 
steep trail, which was basically a sidewalk of inlaid rocks.  This was the highest elevation we’d been at on the trip (about 5000 feet) and 
so I was huffing up the trail. Ellen led with a stiff pace because she was trying to maximize our distance given that we had only about 90 
minutes to play with.  Although much of the hike resembled the rolling marshes we’d hiked through in the Hakkoda Mountains, the 
terrain was higher, bigger and there were more interesting plants (including cotton grass and tons of day-liles) up there.  It was also 
pretty quiet in terms of crowds – only a couple groups of camera-wielding flower-worshippers with lots of raingear were about.  We 
basically hiked around the large lake entirely.  When we came to the viewpoint between the lakes, we considered doing the largest loop 
but the weather was fully breaking down – so we escaped down the middle (in the rain) and called it a day.  Supposedly, the second 
lake had some feature called the dragon’s eye;  not only could we not even see said lake, we learned later that the dragon’s eye is only 
visible when snow/ice still fills the lake and melts in some weird circular pattern.  There was no snow today… only fog and rain.  
Returning to the car, we noticed a prefecture boundary sign indicating we were standing right between Akita and Iwate prefectures. 
 

 
Left to Right:  Kuroyu grounds – over inn area, source, outdoor area & power stone (our room above/behind), inn area from below 

 
At this point, it was around 3:45 and the navigator thought we had 90 minutes of driving to Kuroyu.  While that was sort-of close, it was 
hard driving (IMO) compared with the easy morning drive to Hachimantai.  For most of the drive, we wound around these huge 
reservoirs with lots of curves, construction zones, and wet/dark tunnels – all in rain and high humidity (which fogged the inside and 



outside of the windows).  We also assumed we were going to pass through at least one big town (Semboku) but misread the route, 
meaning we couldn’t pick up snacks/hiking lunch food tonight (important because Kuroyu was at the end of the road and in the middle 
of nowhere).  Semboku, in fact, was about 15 minutes from the low-point junction where we turned up into the Nyuto Mountain area;  10 
minutes up was a ski-village with shuttle access to the aforementioned Akita-Komagatake section of the Towada-Hachimantai National 
Park (we’d use that in a few days).  Kuroyu was about 10 minutes past that – after a notably dark and scary section of woods (Kuroya, 
in general, means “dark”).  We arrived at Kuroyu around 5:30... in thick mist.  Although Kuroyu is beloved by many people in terms of 
high reviews, the one thing several people do note is that it is quite a luggage haul between the upper parking lot and the actual 
accommodations.  Basically, you carry and/or roll your stuff through a gravel parking lot, down an uneven and partially paved hill 
(probably 200 feet long, moderate slope), and then through gravel to the main desk/check-in area.  The rooms are beyond in one of 
three buildings:  the western building (two rooms that share a shower and private one-person onsen-fed bath), a building of family-style 
tatami rooms with shared bathrooms, and the camping style/self-service rooms that are open rooms, each with a firepit and shared 
bathrooms (at some point, we met 2 fishermen staying in one of these rooms and visited/photographed – they were here for almost 2 
weeks!).   There was also the main lodge/dining room, and smaller buildings with the onsen (mixed gender, women-only, and men-
only).  All the buildings had thatch-roof designs and were very pretty.  A friendly but direct staff-member gave us a tour and took us to 
our room, indicating no one else was in the western room so we’d have the private bath to ourselves the first 2 days.  When we entered 
the room, it was very hot and humid.  Ellen pointed to the large white device off to the side - air conditioner, yes?  No, that was the 
heater - there was no AC at Kuroyu, one of a few “challenges” we would get to deal with (said with a straight smile) – the other being a 
fair bit of river fish at meal-time.   Given the amount of review chatter about the luggage haul, I am still dumbstruck that nobody 
mentioned the lack of AC.  Consequently things were a little tense our first hour unpacking, getting situated, and opening all the 
windows (which, thank god, were screened… none of the other hotels had screened windows).   
 

 
 

  
Left to Right: (top) private onsen, gender-separate baths, ladies entrance, massager, outdoor onsen;  (bottom) camping style/self-

service cabins, fishermen cooking/drying river fish, dinner river rish/tempura/soup, good lord – I’m used to be taller than Ellen! 
 
With dinner at 7, I enjoyed a private shower and soak;  that said, the water at Kuroyu was extremely hot for me (basically – everything 
is hot when your menopause furnace is running) – although going from the onsen to the room made the room feel cooler than it was.   
And the dinner was fantastic (even though I had to skip, like, a whole little river fish);  in particular, the tempura (served as one of 15+ 
dishes nightly) was consistently the best on the trip... and there were lots of neat local veg-dishes that were very tasty.  Ellen and I wore 
yukata to dinner;  the dining rooms were very casual (it felt like a European mountain hut) - about 50% full… although dinner service 
began at 6 and Ellen and I always seemed to be in the latest possible grouping.  After dinner, Ellen went out to explore the onsen – and 
returned with news (around 9:30) that the women’s onsen was empty and I should come down – mostly because there were these 
crazy natural massager falls.  Ellen regularly assessed the mixed-gender onsen (you could judge what was going on by seeing how 
many shoes were lined up in the entry area) but it always seemed to be busy (mostly - older Japanese couples).  We saw 2 westerners 
at Kuroyu – but they were daytrippers because we only glimpsed them leaving one afternoon.  Kuroyu does open its onsen to the public 
between 10 and 4 (with pretty long lines the days we were there at 10) – and so it was nice to be there overnight because you could 
have the onsen to yourself.  Anyway - given that the Kuroyu onsen are open nearly 24/7 (there is only a morning hour closed for 
cleaning), we returned to the empty women’s onsen.  To get there, we walked a 2-minute path down to the gender-specific wooden 
onsen shack, passing all the different style room accommodations and the natural hot spring pool from which all the onsen water is 
piped/taken (other than the piping, it resembled a classic sulfur spring in Yellowstone).  There was a sitting area with some kind of 
power-stone near the spring.    Compared with more modern onsen hotel facilities, Kuroya’s were super old school natural wood.  While 
there was the usual dressing area with baskets for your clothes/stuff, the pre-cleaning area had no showers or fancy anything - all water 
sources were piped-in hot spring water with buckets to pour over your head to clean off.  There was an indoor pool, an outdoor pool, 
and a little massage-shack annex.  As with our private bath, all the women’s pools (indoor and outdoor) felt too hot to me.  But I did love 
the massagers: you went into this three-sided shack and the water poured down 6-inch wide wooden troughs from about 6 feet up - you 
sat and moved to hit/fall all over your back.  Just when I was about to leave, it started to downpour with rain so Ellen and I went into the 
outdoor onsen in the full rain.  It was epic.   
 



Unfortunately, between the late hour (nearly 11), the hot water, the excitement, and the lack of AC, I slept like shit.  Given that it was 
totally socked in come morning and the forecast was poor, we decided – after mostly finishing an all-Japanese breakfast at 8 – to 
undertake a 2-hour hike up Mt. Nyuto, the trail for which ran through/by Kuroyu.  Mt. Nyuto is described, in part, in the Lonely Planet 
hiking guidebook – mostly because it comprises the final part of a 3-day trek that you can walk all the way from Hachimantai.  Normally 
(and we knew this going in), Mt. Nyuto is a 4-5 hour climb – and so the goal of this partial climb was only exercise.   We aimed to be 
back by noon, allowing us to clean up, and then to head down the valley to visit a samurai village.   Heading out with full packs around 
9:30, it was not as rainy as we were expecting but there were no views other than fog and jungle.  For the first half-mile, the trail was 
nice, wide, civil and followed alongside the main river up from the onsen, passing some big thermal areas.  It then crossed the river on 
a tall footbridge – and became less nice, narrow, often thick with foliage.  After about 30 minutes, we navigated a very rocky side-creek 
bed to arrive at a wild thermal feature/pool;  people had built up some edges with rocks but otherwise, it was natural (well – if you 
inspected nearby rocks, you would sadly find trash tucked here and there!).   Beyond the pool, there were several long sections that felt 
like steep dry streambeds – either with jumbles of boulders or slick with smooth clay.  At times, there were boardwalks or stairs – but 
most were less maintained than those in the official national park areas we’d hiked to the north.  Shortly after turning around, we met an 
old hiking couple climbing up the trail (with every intention of summiting Nyuto today) who upset Ellen when they expressed surprise 
and/or judgment at our turn-around plan: "Why are you giving up?"  They also said they heard tomorrow was going to be dangerous at 
Akita-Komagatake – our only remaining day to see that national park.  Famous last words… sort of. 
 

 
Left to Right:  Mt. Nyuto partial – trailhead, civil trail, out of the jungle, “natural” pool, where’s Ellen?, returning to Kuroyu 

 
Returning to Kuroyu at 11:40, I – having worn shorts/shirt only - arrived looking and feeling like I'd been in a shower all morning.  
Thankfully early, we cleaned up and headed to Semboku (the town we’d hoped to hit in terms of a grocery yesterday), which was about 
25 minutes away.  Locating a big grocery store, we bought snacks and lunch for the afternoon – sitting and eating on some benches 
near the entrance (much to the surprised stares of many local shoppers).  In particular, the boiled corn, the tofu-wrapped rice, and the 
black sesame covered sweet mochi were amazingly delicious.  In retrospect, though, we should have waited for a real sit-down lunch in 
Kakunodate (30 minutes beyond Semboku) because it had really nice and relatively cheap food establishments.   

 
Left to Right: Kakunodate samurai gear, Ellen “Darth” samurai headgear, houses (vending machine notwithstanding) 

 
Our first stop in Kakunodate was the visitor center, which was near the train station in an area I would call functional but not cute.  The 
visitor center was super helpful and gave us lots of great advice:  like - we needed to drive to the samurai district because walking the 
whole route would take several hours (not including time spent in the houses);  directing us to begin and spend the most time at the 
Aoyagi Samurai Manor Museum, which cost $5/person to enter.  The visitor center/maps indicated there was free parking but somehow 
we did not locate this while driving around;  instead, we paid $3 for this huge parking lot by the riverside (where Kukunodate supposedly 
has some of the best spring cherry blossom viewing in the area).  Later, after leaving the car and walking into the neighborhoods, we 
found the small free parking lot near the public restrooms.  Across the board, we were surprised how cute the samurai district was – 
particularly the old, tree-line neighborhoods.  Hitting the Aoyagi Samurai Manor Museum first, we spent about an hour there given that 
this was the largest estate – a huge garden and half a dozen major structures.  One of the first houses we visited contained all kinds of 
actual samurai outfits and gear, which were very impressive and detailed.  Indeed, we could definitely see the influence samurai gear 
had on Star Wars.  Both Ellen and I sort of suck at Japanese history so I am not going to try to explain the history of the house, sufficed 
to say that one of the 1700-era samurai who owned this house seemed fairly famous for some of the first medical illustrations to Japan 
– with some kind of connection to early Dutch cadaver dissections.  Later relatives seemed to have amassed a lot of money, and 
bought all kinds of European (mostly German) clocks, phonographs/early records, and cameras;  that said, we are pretty sure there 
was at least one Nazi record in the collection.   The grounds and buildings were all well-maintained and very interesting.   We then 
walked to and visited 4 free samurai houses that were within a couple blocks;  all were smaller, simpler, and only offered exterior views 
of the homes.  Heading back, we enjoyed a delicious umeboshi (pickled plum) soft serve ice cream cone and then Ellen bought some 
souvenirs for her co-workers (trinkets seemed especially well-priced in this town!).  Driving home, the weather in the valley was decent 
(overcast, little/no rain all day) but the mountains looked terrible... as was tomorrow’s forecast.  Dinner tonight was similar to the first 



night – same tempura platter and slightly different river fish (guts included tonight).  Tonight, only Ellen visited the onsen – with me 
wrapping up my evening earlier (and sleeping better).   Alas, I did not feel well much of today... bad headache, bidet-worthy diarrhea, 
temperature fluctuations.  I remarked to Ellen that I was wondering if all the tofu was having a phyto-estrogen effect on me, triggering 
hot flashes/migraines since those symptoms are what unfettered menopause feels like.  Perhaps coinciding with my gut issues, I had 
this sinking feeling that our next hotel (in the small community by Mt. Haguro and the mountain pilgrimage peaks of the Dewa Sanzan) 
had no AC.  And, not surprisingly, my gut was correct.  After dinner, we found/booked a different – and cheaper - "business hotel" 20 
minutes from Haguro in the city of Tsuruoka.  Slightly famous last words.  
  

 
Left to Right:  puddled stair-climbing, boardwalk selfie, windy boardwalks, Amidaike shelter (by lake, which was not visible), rescue 

 
The next morning, we agreed that we could no longer wait to hike Akita-Komagatake, one of the places I was most looking forward to 
given insane wildflower potential (most in remote Babanokomichi Valley – which was, in no way, a realistic goal today).  We considered 
cramming a trip there tomorrow… but the truth was:  even tomorrow’s Akita-Komagatake forecast was unstable but great at Haguro.  
Although the Nyuto hikers we’d met yesterday suggested Akita-Komagake was going to be dangerous (i.e. thunder and lightening), we 
could find no such forecasts.  Nonetheless scaling back our goals, we tackled an out/back to Amidaike lake and shelter – a 2.5 hour 
course that was ~4 miles and 1000 feet up/down.  To get to Akita-Komagotake, you must take a shuttle (10 minutes down the road from 
Kuroyu) up to the 8th station ($12/person).  There were 2 other people on the shuttle, including an older man who drove down from 
Hachimantai because he thought monsoon season had ended (ha ha).   It was socked in, raining, and windy.  At the top, there was a 
simple building that was supposed to have light snacks - but no staff came up today so it was closed.  Forebodingly we could hear an 
ambulance in the distance – but we headed up the trail into the weather anyway.  Today’s weather was some of the worst in my hiking 
history - like if the worst days on Allison/my 2005 Tour du Mont Blanc had a love-child with the worst days on Sara/my first backpack in 
Patagonia:  extreme winds, soaking rain (at least 30% of the time), and total fog/zero visibility.  We passed 20-ish people descending;  
everybody looked waterlogged and haggard.  That said, the trail quality was overall better than the other hikes we'd done (not as 
overgrown, many civil sections with moderate grades) but many parts were treacherous and/or flooded with long deep puddles between 
slick logs. The worst and most dangerous areas of wind/stinging rain were during the last half-mile where the terrain was high, flattish, 
and open as we were near/going around the lake.  We met our bus-mate who had given up before the lake, saying he was disoriented 
and concerned for his safety.  In contrast, we did make it to the lake and found the shelter/toilets (about 15 minutes later - 70 minutes of 
total hiking up).  A couple was just packing up as we entered the cold and damp hut interior.  We ate premade PB sandwiches and a 
few snacks as the wind was shaking the boards/doors, rattling Ellen.  After 20 minutes, we headed back down.  Neither of us could 
wear our glasses because we were now facing into the driving wind/rain... which made the descent even more challenging.   About half 
a mile from the bottom, we came upon 12+ people in orange jumpsuits going very slowly.  At first, I thought they were practicing 
mountain rescue (because we'd seen a similar group on Hokkaido/Meakan Volcano in 2017).  But then the guy in the back said they 
were actually rescuing someone – and, indeed, you could see they were carrying someone by hand in a stretcher.  They offered to 
have us pass but I don't think Ellen wanted to pass/see the guy in the stretcher so we just held back and followed distantly behind.  
Once we arrived at the trailhead, they put the victim in the waiting ambulance and we got on the bus and headed down.  Although we 
never heard the official details, people at the visitor center thought the person slipped on the steep boardwalks descending from the 
lake to Babanokomichi Valley.  This would make sense given that the rescue team was probably right behind us on the way up – and 
then they headed briefly towards Babanokomichi (the steepest section is said to be closest to the lake) and pulled the person out while 
we were eating lunch.  We then caught up to them on our way down.  We rode the bus back down and were back to the lower 
station/visitor center around 2:30.  There, we could not resist what sounded like a reasonably-sized mixed tempura snack - but I don't 
think the staff could handle selling a 1X appetizer to 2 women... so they made it 2X without increasing the price.  We arrived back at 
Kuroyu just before 4.  Given that the public is kicked out of the onsen at 4 and new overnighters start arriving around 6, we spent an 
hour using all the onsen again.  Since Ellen and I were clearly leaving a lot of river fish on our dinner plates, Kuroyu attempted some 
interesting western substitutions for our final dinner:  a Brie-based caprese dish and ham-wrapped BBQ bamboo-shoots (these were 
surprisingly delicious).  We also splurged and ordered sake-like liquor, plum wine, and baba hera – effectively: grandma’s ice cream (a 
strawberry/banana sherbet swirl… which was sold seemingly everywhere).  When I asked Ellen to rate today’s hike vs. super-kabuki, 
her answer was:  I would see that four times and do a song and dance on the stage instead of doing the hike today.   
 
July 31-August 2:  To Tsuroaka and the Dewa Sanzan 
As with Osorezan, the Dewa Sanzan (the three peaks – Haguro/Past, Gassan/Present, and Yudono/Future-Afterlife) is one of the most 
religiously significant mountain areas in Japan.  It is associated with the yamabushi – and ascetic sect of Buddhist monks associated 
with mountain worship and vegetarianism.  At times, it was challenging to find accurate information about this area – although a version 
of Gassan and Yudono (the routes we attempted) were described in Lonely Planet’s Hiking in Japan guidebook.  Some sources 
suggest that there used to be a way to connect all three mountains – and that the old route between Haguro (which is low elevation, in 
the forest, open year-round, but far from the other peaks) and Gassan has simply fallen into a state of disrepair.  We aimed to climb 



Haguro at the end of our travel day between Kuroyu and Tsuroaka – an outing most sources estimated to take about 2 hours.  The next 
day, we aimed to drive to Gassan’s 8th station and climb said peak – an outing most sources estimated to take about 7 hours.  Gassan 
is the highest of the peaks, with an important shrine on the summit where a few sources said to reserve 15 minutes just for the line-up 
required for entry (this included a blessing/cleansing ceremony).  But it was also the highest-commitment and most weather-prone of 
the hikes.  The final day, we aimed to do what we could at Yudono – our pre-trip plan setting aside about 4 hours for that visit.  In terms 
of researching Yodono, this seemed to be the most vague of the areas.  We knew that the shrine at Yudono’s base was mysterious and 
they didn’t allow any photography;  plus, you were not allowed to actually climb Yudono.  We knew the trail between Gassan down to 
the Yudono shrine was extremely hard – the hardest of the route… with ladders installed at some locations.  Although some sources 
advocated doing the whole Gassan-Yudono traverse, Lonely Planet did not – which I, for one, thought was significant.  While we did 
meet a couple people doing said whole traverse, all stayed at the extensive hut to the side of the Gassan summit, effectively breaking 
the traverse in half.  The most interesting group we met, though, was a bunch of retired women from Tokyo;  they used a ski lift on the 
backside of the ridge between Gassan and Yudono to skip the ladders and climb Gassan – and then just descended from Gassan’s 
summit to the 8th station.  We didn’t ask them about transportation… but there was at least one bus company that specialized in 
virtually every configuration of the traverse originating in Tsuroaka.   Here’s how our aims panned out… 
 
Setting out, the googlemap-predicted time was 3.5 hours.  Even though we left around 9:45, we didn’t get to the Haguro trailhead until 3 
p.m.  In theory, there were at least 3 different routes between Kuroyu and Tsuroaka – with all in the 3.5-4 hour range.  One headed for 
the coast and proceeded south from there;  the others were inland variations – along country roads in the low valleys, but interrupted by 
a lot of SLOW stop/go small city driving.  We decided to take the inland route but had a hard time keeping on route – and, at some 
point, realized that the car navigator settings were excluding toll highways (which my googlemap estimates had included).  Eventually, 
we did start using some of these – but it should be strongly noted that the fees one could rack up were high and didn’t make sense to 
either of us (e.g. sometimes we’d be driving on something that didn’t seem to have a fee and then there would be a $10 fee for, like, a 
5-mile stretch – often bypassing some city congestion… but with no obvious warnings).  In general, when we disabled the “no-toll” 
selection, we would have to pay $20-30 USD for every 2-3 hours we were driving… something to keep in mind.  Anyway - believing we 
had plenty of time, our pre-lunch drive was way too meandering.  We followed several unproductive googlemap goose-chases (e.g. 
claims of a lavender farm, claims of a scenic riverside gorge drive) that lead to nothing interesting;  we also slowed down but were 
indecisive when confronted with a number of signs for road-side fruit (most were closed because it was a weekday).  At some point, we 
were in the middle of this LONG stop-and-go stretch of mixed industrial and strip malls (reminded me of driving South Tacoma Way 
from the AFB), it occurred to us that we probably needed lunch and it was already after noon.  Finding a large rest stop that had a big 
area with fresh produce and local products, we bought a lot of food (fruit, boiled corn, mochi…) and ate there picnic style (Ellen also ate 
her famous black egg, boiled in Kuroyu’s waters).  Earlier in the trip, we’d purchased a small paring knife so we could peel and cut up 
produce – but pulling that thing out in public was interesting, as was deciding who was going to carry it into the public restroom and 
clean it when we were done.  That’s because, unlike the gun-crazy US, most of Japan’s limited mass-murder incidents (excluding sarin 
gas) were carried out with knives.  Anyway – there was a lot of knife peeling, cutting, and cleaning at this rest stop.   
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) Kuroyu black egg and corn, yamabushi poster and costume, Haguro entrance, first set of stairs, first shrines;  

(bottom) bridge with weeping wall shrine, 5-tier pagoda/detail, pretty mushrooms, amazing cedar along final tiers of stairs 
 
After lunch, the “time slipping away” problem caused us to become more focused.  At some point, we entered Yamagata – the 
southernmost prefecture in Tohoku that we would visit.  As predicted, the weather was SWELTERING… a problem that would persist 
through the remainder of the trip.  As stated, we arrived at the Haguro trailhead around 3 p.m.  Here, we were surprised to find free and 
available parking.  There was an obvious bus station close-by – but my impression, having now hiked Haguro, is that most people 
(especially this hot time of year) ride buses up the backside (said to take about 40 minutes one-way)… bypassing the footpath.  The 
free parking lot was across the street from the yamabushi museum (officially – the Japan Heritage Dewa Sanzan Museum), which 



Lonely Planet recommended.  Since they were closing at 4:30 (and it was so hot), we headed in there first, paying $5 each to walk 
through 5 large exhibit rooms (no cameras/photographs were allowed inside).  With information presented in both Japanese and 
English, I was done in 30 minutes;  Ellen lingered about 40.  A lot of the museum emphasized the vegetarian cuisine associated with 
the yamabushi;  there seemed to be some Michelin-worthy eating experience associated with Haguro but, arriving this late, we’d 
missed the chance to do that (it seemed to be a lunch thing on/near the summit).  The other thing emphasized at the museum were the 
traditional white clothes the yamabushi wore (which had a sort of vintage Luke Skywalker feel).  Although we did see a couple hikers 
coming down the street from the trailhead wearing such clothes this afternoon, we didn’t see things like this worn by hikers on Gassan 
or Yudono (although many did have white neck/sweat-bands).   
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) Haguro summit tori, giant bell, prayer sticks for the dead, adorned statues (I hoped the “fine weather” was a good 

sign), shrine for healthy legs;  (bottom) more summit shrines and the main temple, descending, thank god for this outhouse! 
 
Starting at 4, we headed up Haguro.  Shockingly, there was no fee station to walk the trail.  As stated, it was sweltering (probably 
mid/upper 80’s – both temp and humidity)… even with the entire trail in the forest shade.  There are ~2500 steps to the summit – 
represented by 3 distinguishable stair sections that were VERY steep.  A sign at the entrance said there were 585 Japanese cedars 
planted along the route – most 300-500 years old.  The first steep stair section actually headed down from near the trailhead (a joy to 
climb at the end!).  After descending that, there was about a quarter-mile of flat walking:  first through a series of ~20 mini-shrines – 
each dedicated to different things (e.g. seeds and plants, shipbuilding and navigation, disease treatment, hot springs, homeland 
tranquility…).  After that, we crossed a red bridge and visited some kind of shrine next to a weeping wall/artesian spring.  Just 
beyond/around the trail-bend was the famous five-story wooden pagoda that is often the first image to come up when you look for 
information about Haguro.  Alas, however, there was a bunch of construction scaffolding and tarps around the back of the pagoda.  This 
was the most crowded site along the route (probably 30 people around), with most people not hiking above the pagoda.  It seemed as 
though you could enter the pagoda (and possibly climb a portion) but that would involve paying a booth of monk-looking people in white 
(in retrospect, they and the facilities looked like the ticket/blessing booths on the summit shrine of Gassan, and the lower shrine at 
Yudono).  Knowing how late it was, we did not explore the pagoda any further.  Just past the pagoda, there were some useful 
outhouses (which I would use on the way back) and what seemed like an access road (i.e. I suspect it was used to transport people 
with limited mobility to the pagoda).  After the pagoda was the second steep stair section and Ellen will tell you that I was bushed and 
overheated entirely going up that thing.  Although I had carried 2 liters of water, I was down to just over half a liter by the time we 
reached the top of the second stair section.  Thankfully, there was a basic restaurant there in the process of closing down.  Ellen bought 
me 2 more half-liter bottles of water.  We then did a sort of flat to rolling section with extremely impressive cedars – and fragrant 
jasmine (whole trees of them – massive blooms) before arriving at the base of the final steep stair section.  This was probably the 
easiest on the hike.  In total, it took about 75 minutes to get to the top – including rest/water stops.  Being after 5, most services were 
closed and there was hardly anyone up there.  We managed to sneak in a public bathroom run before one of visitor center-y looking 
buildings locked its doors.  On the summit, we focused our attention on 3 areas:  the extensive Osorezan-like area devoted to the dead 
(lots of dressed-up sculptures, prayer sticks, and pinwheels), the mini-shrine area (the most amusing and popular was clearly the 
sandal-adorned one devoted to travelers and healthy legs), and a brief trip by the main red temple across from the reflective pond 
(although impressive – particularly its massive thatched roof – this was also surrounded by construction scaffolding).   
 
We then headed down, passing a few people who seemed to be jogging the trail.  By the pagoda, I was desperate to pee again  (thank 
god for the excellent outhouse!) before slogging UP the last steep section to the trailhead.  After washing up and (in my case) changing 
my soaked shirt in a nasty public bathroom serving the bus stop, we headed into Tsuroaka - straight a “family-style restaurant” (which 
seem most akin to Denny’s in the US) – specifically the Coco’s chain.  There, I had spaghetti with marinara/Bolognese (amazing), salad 
(a little too white), and hazelnut ice cream (smooth and perfect portion).  Ellen did an Asian noodle stir-fry, which she liked… but her 
shaved ice dessert was frighteningly large.  Unfortunately, we then drove to our business hotel – the APA, a cheaper chain throughout 



Japan.  While its lobby was an icebox, the in-room AC we specifically sought out did not work.  Ellen patiently negotiated with the front 
desk but got little more than a lot of bowing apologies, 2 fans carried up to our room, and a promise that we could move to a room with 
working AC tomorrow (they insisted they were full tonight but something else would open up tomorrow).  Un-assured, I went to bed, 
actually sleeping better than I thought I would (probably because Kuroyu had conditioned us to deal with heat the last 3 nights).   
 

 
Left to Right:  8th station parking lot, Ellen on lower boardwalks near trailhead, first jungle-y climb, into the mist, snow and rest-hut 
 
The next morning, I was up at 6:30 enjoying a great buffet breakfast - including amazing lettuce and French toast bites (Ellen was 
up/eating at 7).  After dropping our luggage at the front desk, we were out the door at 8 to tackle Gassan.  Although it was already over 
80 in the city, the mountain was socked in with these high marine-looking clouds (Tsuroaka is less than an hour from the Sea of 
Japan).  So we figured, once again, we wouldn't see anything.  It was a one-hour drive to the parking area at the 8th station – which was 
cool, windy, and damp/in a cloud.  Having dumped lots of gear after yesterday’s hot climb, we now grew worried about cold or rain.  
There were no fee stations, despite a staffed visitor center/shop - but all restrooms asked that you leave upkeep money in an honesty 
box.  As per usual, there were tons of mostly older Japanese hikers heading up - so we did the same.  It should be noted that we set 
out hiking at 9:30 and were back at the parking lot around 4:15 - consistent with all suggested time allowances for this version of 
Gassan.  Within 5 minutes, we reached the lower meadow boardwalks… a theme on all our Tohoku hikes.  At the first junction (where 
one could either stay left/low and do an easy marsh circuit, or climb Gassan), we headed right and into the fog… and up the first of 3 
steeper sections.  Going up, I rated this segment as moderate – but it felt harder and relentless going down.  The trail was made up of 
uneven rocks inlaid into the ground - usually about 4 feet across (indeed, most of the Gassan trail was very wide).  Most rocks didn't 
move and had good traction - but it was a highly uneven path. Eventually, we reached the first of a couple false summit ridgelines (still 
in a cloud) – and the halfway hut/rest-house appeared next to a snowfield (shocking given the heat!).  We paid to use the composting 
pit-toilets (which you hand-cranked) but were not interested in snacks – although the hot corn soup was awfully tempting! 
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) steepest scramble, next climb, hairy contour in boulder section, flat boardwalks by best flowers/edelweiss;  (bottom) 

last climb along snowfield, technical summit, the tinfoil hat dude, dynamic sun/clouds, final stretch to shrine area/lunch 
 
From the halfway hut/rest-house, the two most challenging climb sections came on almost back-to-back:  the first was a short (10 
minutes up) and very steep boulder-field that required scrambling hand-over-hand at times.  After a short reprieve of flattish inlaid rocks, 
the trail then coutoured up and around this next big false summit along the ridgeline – all in low shrubbery (possibly alpine beech?) on 
giant boulders that required good balance and attention.  Here was one of the only spots where the trail wasn’t 4 feet wide and so you 
had to negotiate around other parties coming the other way or trying to pass from behind.  After that, we popped onto the top of a long 
flattish ridge-top – the trail a mix of nice inlaid rock sidewalks or double boardwalks.  It was in this section that I noticed my beloved 
edelweiss (frankly – hundreds of them… competitive with Switzerland!) – and, in general, we saw our most extravagant wildflowers on 
this whole trip.  The other GREAT find were the white gentians – something I’ve only seen before in a flower guidebook for Yosemite.  



After 30 minutes (some of that spent taking pictures), we arrived at this massive snowfield that ran right up to the trail.  When I first saw 
it in the distance, I thought we WERE in Switzerland and had to do a double-take because it looked like a big glacier.  Although some 
people were walking on the snow, most people were cutting into the muddy rocks just to its side.   
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) anemone, bunchberry, avens, edelweiss, mystery;  (bottom) white gentians, the rest are mysteries! 

 
Shortly thereafter, the trail split into at least 2 different paths.  We followed the trend of nearby hikers just arriving – going right and up 
this steep, muddy-grassy rut-path.  Once we reached “the top,” we learned that this was the official/real summit and the other trail went 
to the shrine and lunch/hut complex. Here, these high winds blasted some big, momentarily open views – causing lots of photographs 
and excitement.  An older couple (they reminded me of Japanese Roger/Susie) and a pair of older men we’d been leapfrogging with 
(one had this hilarious tinfoil sunhat) exchanged cameras all-around to take pictures.  We then had to drop partway back down the 
muddy-grassy rut-path and contour to the insane lunch area.  One of the reasons said area is so nuts is that most/a lot of people take 
the easy way up/down Gassan – namely:  they ride a ski-lift up the back-side, hike an hour (little elevation gain) to this spot, and then 
return the same way.  At least 3 massive groups of school-aged children (given away by track suit uniforms or the same T-shirts) were 
amassed in this meadow bowl under the shrine area – along with several dozen dayhikers.  Beyond them was a big overnight hut 
complex that we didn’t explore.  Although I could tell Ellen wanted to interact with the kids, we visited the shrine first… something that 
few others did.   Climbing back into the cloud, we paid for a blessing/cleansing (this involved a monk chanting and waving this stick at 
us that looked like a mop made of white paper;  I followed Ellen’s lead through a few bow or clap responses).  No photographs were 
allowed past this point.  The shrine was smaller than I was expecting and there wasn’t a lot too it, IMO.  I do remember a rabbit statue 
here and then again at the marsh shrine below;  according to my research, there is a folk story about an old man coming to Gassan and 
finding a fox, a monkey, and a rabbit.  The fox and the monkey give him fish and nuts – but the rabbit could not think of anything… and 
was pressured to build a fire, jump in, and basically say:  here you go, eat me… and then his spirit goes into the moon (and possibly 
turns into Buddha).  Indeed, as you leave the shrine, you walk by the charm purchasing area – and most charms are of moons.  Since 
Gassan had been very good to us (against the grand scheme of challenging Tohoku hiking), I bought a yellow and gold moon charm 
because it reminded me of the edelweiss.  We then walked down to the lunch area and Ellen proceeded to hold court… although she 
did not reveal she spoke Japanese to the kids and basically tested their English a lot, while cheerleading. 
   

 
Left to Right:  one of several school groups, entering shrine, Ellen holding court with summer camp children 

 
We then ate our lunch (in my case, I had discovered this super-white bread with embedded walnuts and spread that with PB that I 
brought from home).  We then headed back down, spending more time photographing the flower section.  In general, the two steepest 
sections were better than I expected… but the long section first section really demoralized me and stressed/twisted my knee, setting 
me up for the events of tomorrow on Yudono.  In general, I found this section as mentally taxing as it was physically taxing.  I had to 
concentrate hard the whole time going down so that I didn’t casually step down onto something that would trip me up, cause me to fall, 



or twist my knee.  It should be noted that, once again, we ran into this huge group of old women (60-75) being led up by this younger 
(but less strapping than Hakkoda man) male guide.  They seemed delighted to see us mostly dancing down the rocks.  At the 
bottom/marsh junction, we decided to hike the circuit – adding maybe 20 minutes to the day.  It was easy going inlaid sidewalks or 
boardwalks to this shrine complex.  I correctly predicted that we might actually see the whole mountain from the shrine because it was 
far enough away from the base (where we were now);  at a few points, high winds did permit an actual view of the summit shrine – but it 
didn’t photograph well. 
 

 
Left to Right:  descending upper sidewalk, tired of concentrating on rocks, obligatory old ladies, marsh view of Gassan, rabbit-Buddha 

 
Like I said, we were back down around 4:15… and unfortunately got stuck behind a big tour-bus on the twisty drive down the mountain;  
at some point over half-way down, they did pull over.  We made it back to the hotel where - MIRACLE of MIRACLES - they gave us a 
modern room with its own AC... cool temps in 5 minutes.  They also tried to repay us with a bunch of free curry mixes, which we thought 
was not cool… given that we felt we deserved actual money back for our AC-less room.  After a little cleaning up, we decided to return 
to Coco’s again at 6:30.  This time, we both opted for meaty dishes (I did a Salisbury steak with potatoes and broccoli, and Ellen had 
some grilled steak rice-bowl that was too fatty) but didn’t find them as satisfying.  We then did some gift-shopping at the dollar store and 
snack-shopping at the adjacent local grocery chain (the translated name of which meant "housewife store") visible across the street.  
Although the APA’s lack of AC will always be a blemish in our minds, their breakfasts were great and they also had the most user-
friendly coin-op laundry – which Ellen and I used extensively (trading watch jobs that night after dinner so Ellen could finally shower… 
not sure w) to clean our filthy clothes.   

 
Left to Right:  cartoon Yudono sign, lower complex – tori gate, buildings/smaller iron spring behind, entrance to upper shrine 

 
The next day, as alluded to, did not turn out as expected and, were I to plan this day again, I would do it totally differently.  Given the 
advice in the Lonely Planet’s Hiking in Japan guidebook about parsing out Gassan and Yudono as separate in/out hikes, we aimed 
today to visit the infamously mysterious Yudono shrine and then climb from the shrine to the first hut (right above this famously hard 
ladder section) only.  We set aside 4-5 hours for this whole visit – before a 2.5 hour drive to Akita.  As stated at the beginning of the 
Dewa Sanzan section, Yudono represents the future – although some people equate this with rebirth;  being there, it felt more like 
“afterlife” (with a strong emphasis on, once again, paying respects to the dead).  The peak is lower elevation and the trail that connects 
Gassan with the Yudono shrine is rated as very difficult, slick, steep, and treacherous (categorically harder than Gassan).  The trail 
does not summit Yudono because that is considered a sacred place… it simply plunges down into a seeming jungle.  When we left 
Tsuroaka for Yudono (around 8), it was mid-80's with over 80% humidity and climbing. Our only stop on the on-hour drive to Yudono 
was to pick up some aloe-based cold cream because I had somehow gotten sunburnt on the back of my left arm and it hurt a lot. We 
did not feel there were excessive crowds at Yudono when we arrived around 9:30. We parked our car in the lower lot and paid to take 
the shuttle bus up to the shrine because I wanted to save my energy for the real trail.  It should be noted that there is no trail between 
the parking area and the shrine entrance; if you choose to walk (which many purists recommend), you are doing it on the road, in 
between bus fumes. From the shuttle drop-off, we walked 7 minutes up and over a stone sidewalk to the shrine entrance. There was no 
line and very few people. As with Gassan, you pay to enter/be blessed/cleansed. Some sources suggest you are not supposed to talk 
about the experience/sights thereafter (you are definitely not allowed to take photographs); however, we were given extensive 
brochures that describe the experiences, which are available publically at all Dewa Sanzan sites. For Yudono, you are required to take 
off your shoes and you do all subsequent activities barefoot. You cleanse your feet in a couple onsen pools before going to the main 
shrine area. As someone who has done a lot of work/research in Yellowstone, I was utterly fascinated to find that the central feature of 
Yudono is this towering iron spring (smaller iron spring formations were visible at a few points lower in the valley too).  It reminded me 
of a cross between the Orange Mound in upper Mammoth and Chocolate Pot, an iron spring along the Gibbon.  You climb up the sort of 
travertine-feeling rock (walking through thermal run-off, in part) as part of the experience. I really wanted a photograph of this because it 
was so interesting to me scientifically! After that, there is a weeping wall where you can leave prayer objects for the dead; we paid for 
the monks to assist us with leaving a blessing for our father - and I thought that was sort of special too.  I speak for Ellen and I when I 
say that we both found the shrine visit super-unique and worthwhile.  But that is where the specialness and fun ended for me… 



 
After returning to our shoes/packs, we then attempted the climb to the ladders/hut – said to take 1 hour (up). The first 10 minutes were 
slightly civil and then the route was basically a slick, wet, rocky streambed scramble that went pretty much straight up. We did about 30 
minutes of climbing - with me resting a lot (mind you, I was fresh off Gassan the day before) because it was pretty clear I was 
developing heatstroke (pounding headache, elevated heartrate, extreme redness). At some point, some kind of grounds-keeper who 
was cutting away the jungle-like foliage creeping in to take over the trail (have I mentioned this most common Tohoku trail feature below 
5000 feet?) passed us and basically said:  “why would you do this climb after already going up Gassan - it's the hardest part of the trip... 
and you cannot see anything.”  Ellen will tell you that his lack of encouragement and full-on swarming by a deadly Japanese giant 
hornets (each over an inch long) sent me over the edge – to the point she pulled the plug. We descended the knee-twisting trail and I 
sat in the cool river at the bottom with her wet neck-cloth cooler over my head until my brain wasn't pounding and my face was less red.  
I think it is safe to say Ellen was displeased and, sadly, these events may have blemished her view of this whole trip. 
 

 
Left to Right:  Ellen and I – short civil section, Ellen on lower creek, nasty steep section, Sarah with likely heatstroke at lower creek 

 
After returning to the shrine, I took the shuttle bus back back to the lower complex/parking area and ate my packed lunch/hydrated 
while Ellen walked the road.  By the time we hit the road for Akita, it was about 1:30.  As with virtually all our longer driving/transition 
days, we had the impression the drive-time was about 2.5 hours… but things took more time, and the choice to take slow/free 
backroads vs. fast highways with tolls continued to frustrate us and drain our cash.  The other thing that frankly drove us a little nuts 
was that fabulous-looking Mt. Chokai was visible almost all day, begging the question:  why hadn’t we prioritized going straight there 
after just doing the Yudono shrine visit?  Coulda, woulda, shoulda (although one short answer is:  because the most interesting hiking 
involved very long routes – I had actually researched that).  After a little over an hour of driving, we arrived at Sakata – a surprisingly 
large coastal town with a big Montbell store.  Ellen had been regretting buying a Montbell Dewa Sanzan shirt she saw on Haguro and 
the fact that this store didn’t have it added insult to the injury of the challenging day.  We then continued right along the coast/Sea of 
Japan to Akita – arriving around 6.  I cannot say that there were many particularly scenic coastal areas;  it felt like a lot of sprawl, with 
very few breaks in terms of natural (non-human-made) scenery or sections.  Subsequent activities, because of their relationship with 
the Akita Kanto matsuri/festival will be described next. 
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) hotel room view of Akita and parade route below, giant lotus field, kid-kanto tourist area, market kanto demo;  

(bottom) market seafood & produce, surreal lip-synch cartoon with tourist photo-ops afterwards 
 
August 2/3:  Akita and the Extraordinary Kanto Matsuri/Festival WITH a Surprise Love Hotel in Oga 
The Akita Kanto was the most important reason I planned this entire trip – based largely on a super-impressive Journeys in Japan 
episode. That said, getting festival tickets and a hotel had NOT been easy... and we began a year ahead of time - with Ellen calling 
multiple hotels and both of us writing and calling the Kanto Festival directly. In April, we booked the Daiwa Roynet in Akita for the night 
before the festival began (August 2) - but the closest hotel we were able to book for the night of the festival was called the Oganoya, 
one hour north of Akita in the city of Oga. In early July, we finally received word that we would get official seating for the festival (about 
$20/person).  As begun in the last section, we arrived in Akita around 6 on August 2.  Although the Akita Kanto is a very large regional 



festival (I would estimate 200-300K people attend nightly – if not more… given that cruise ships are now including the matsuri in their 
itineraries), the city did not feel crazy-busy when we arrived.  We spent a moderate amount of time talking with the helpful Daiwa 
Roynet desk staff after checking in about where we should park the car (being that they had none on site because of the festival).  
Originally, Ellen thought we should park behind the train station (about 15 minutes from the hotel on foot) so that we could avoid driving 
through the pedestrian exodus from the festival.  The desk staff, however, really (and correctly) downplayed how crazy things got… 
and, indeed, NONE of the festivals we ultimately attended, were that challenging to work around in terms of day-of parking/exodus 
issues;  hell, the Japanese are so scheduled and polite that basically when they say the festival starts at 7:30 and ends at 9, they mean 
it.  There is no after-parade craziness… everyone proceeds in a very orderly fashion and things are totally calm within about 45 
minutes.   In the end, parking was super-easy; we moved the car to a small lot about 4 blocks from the festival route (between the hotel 
and the train station, as recommended by the hotel desk staff) and paid about $20 for overnight parking and then all day tomorrow.  
That said, Ellen was still nervous about the decision – and so we did walk over to the train station before dinner (passing an AMAZING 
lotus field in bloom!) so we could check out how busy things were, and how full the lot was over there.  As with our impression of Akita 
so far, the parking area was no-where near full (and we passed many smaller lots with plenty of parking) – with many festival-goers 
arriving by train (i.e. you could feel by the incoming crowds that the festival was afoot).  Given that Akita is a fish-oriented coastal town, 
we targeted another tonkatsu restaurant;  we didn’t understand from googlemap that it was in the downstairs of this big mall/shopping 
center – so it took a couple passes and reroutes to figure that out.  The restaurant was small but very busy – and delicious!  
 
Given the intense heat (and issues I had with heat so far on this trip), I was intimidated by spending the whole day without access to a 
hotel room for some respite from the weather.  Also – my left knee was now acting up after all the rough trails/descents;  I thought it 
was a kneecap drifting issue caused by all the twisting (so I started wearing my neoprene sleeve brace), but I later (after returning 
home) had my ortho diagnose a mild hamstring pull that was causing knee instability.  In the end, my fears about being outside all day 
were unfounded.  Although it was hot and humid (as always), we took many opportunities to duck into all sorts of places with AC every 
few hours… and the overall excitement of the festival was an excellent distraction.  That said, both Ellen and I did make a strong effort 
to pack carefully for the festival in terms of a light daybag/pack of important stuff (water, sunscreen, lotion, light first aid/meds…).  We 
also stayed in our hotel making these careful plans right up until check-out at 11.  As we had researched extensively before the trip, the 
Kanto has a lot of things to do all day before the night parade.  We focused a lot of our time at the Agora Plaza starting around 11 
because there were things going on all day.  That said, the first few activities were sad and unattended (these included an American 
Idol-like contestant singing all by his lonesome, and some kind of on-stage performance by what I assume are cartoon or comic book 
heroes (i.e. a guy in a robot suit, his 2 female sidekicks in Disney princess-like outfits, and some kind of pink bear-inspired villain who 
had a big growl).  The latter was funny because the cast basically lip-synched and acted to a pre-recorded soundtrack.  After we figured 
out that the good stuff began around 1, we skipped a few other low-key performances in favor of visiting this big market – from which 
we could hear the sound of live taiko.  Indeed, a Kanto group was performing just outside the market, which was very exciting.  
Tonight’s parade would feature about 50 Kanto groups.  Each Kanto group was made up of 10-15 men/boys who hoisted up 5-10 
bamboo kanto (bamboo poles and cross-bars from which dozens of CANDLE-LIT lanterns dangle – meant to look like rice) and 
musicians (which consist of mixed gender taiko drummers and flute-players).  So – you can do the math:  one of these units was giving 
a preview outside the big fresh market to a good-sized crowd.  After enjoying that, we went through the market – which featured a lot of 
fishy stuff (60%) and produce (fruits and veg – including our favorite/corn, and some insanely-priced grapes - $25/handful… we did not 
buy that!).  Of course, we bought some corn and sat down at a little internal bar to eat it on site given the AC situation.    
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) serious Kanto dude, music station & Kanto set-up, music begins, some Kanto balancing;  (bottom) Kanto raising 

without wind & with wind, teams visit with the tourists 
 
At around 1:30, we returned to the Agora Plaza – which was super-busy/crowded – because about 8 Kanto groups were going to do an 
official demonstration.  This was like a miniature version of the parade – minus the candle-lit lantern part.  Some of the things the Kanto 
groups do include sort of competing to balance the poles on their heads, raised palms, shoulders, or lower-back/upper-butts… 
sometimes while showing off by fanning their faces or egging on the crowds.  There is always someone in charge calling/chanting 
(Dokkoisho! Dokkoisho! – or “heave ho!”) and slightly orchestrating the events (usually with a lot of whistle-ing – so it sounds like 



Brazilian mardi-gras at times) – making sure that everyone raises at the same time, lowers/ends at the same time.  That said, there are 
some exciting unknowns that will happen – like the wind blowing, people bunching up, people dropping the poles, poles coming down…  
For every pole-balancer, there is a spotter who is ready to pull the pole away – so it hopefully doesn’t fall on the crowd.  There is also 
an array of ages and age-specific poles (i.e. large, medium, and small poles – for little boys).  At certain points, the pole-raisers also 
use extenders to lengthen their poles to staggering heights, sometimes adding 5 or more extenders.  Seeing the daytime version of all 
these demonstrations were really good preparation for the night parade.  Given that we had about an hour before a taiko group was to 
perform, we decided it was time for real lunch at an udon/tempura restaurant at the now-insanely busy train station complex.  At 3, we 
returned to Agora for a really good group of taiko players (most women).  I was surprised how small the crowds were but I really 
enjoyed seeing these women (many in Ellen/my age-range) and the variety of taiko drums (small, medium large, things you carry…).  
After that performance, we did some more shopping, including at a local products market that sounded like it was going to be more 
artisanal but, in fact, seemed more like a big road-side/rest-stop gift-shop bonanza.   
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) taiko group performance, our official tickets, gourmet food stall;  (bottom) typical street-food, parade bathrooms, 20 

minutes before parade time – can you spot Ellen in the last shot? 
 
At around 4:30, we had to get our official tickets at this tent complex with a lot of security/police and outhouses – all by the parade 
route.  This was a bit of a mess (mostly because this older woman kept trying to cut in line and play stupid with the existing people in 
line and staff) but we got our tickets.  It was then time to hit what was hyped as the gourmet food-stall/beer-garden block for dinner… 
but I found this experience to be an unsatisfying clusterfuck on many levels.  Where to begin – there was a handwashing station but no 
soap, several of the food-stalls scared me (i.e. lots of raw meat in unrefrigerated states, not much temperature control in general), I 
didn’t find much to be healthy-looking (there was a weird fixation on big meat and fried food, often on sticks), and then Ellen and I 
separated… we couldn’t find seating (both because there wasn’t enough and nobody wanted gaijin sitting by them so if you asked, the 
seats were always said to be taken) and then we couldn’t find each other.  I wound up sitting literally on a curb in the gutter across the 
street with several teenage girls – and eventually flagged down Ellen.  The meal I chose (from an Indian place, featuring chicken, 
samosas, naan, and French Fries) was also not good.  In general, even though Japanese street-food seemed focused on fried foods, 
they would fry things, like, 4-6 hours in advance and then put the hot crispy food in plastic clamshell containers for hours – such that 
when you bought it, it was soggy and lukewarm.  I found that to be the case with all street-food we tried.   
 

 
Left to Right: parade set-up… entrance from side-street, taiko truck, getting ready to hoist at dusk 

 
We then made our way to the parade route (a block away) – but it took longer than expected for them to finally close traffic and install 
our bench seating.  It should be noted that the parade route is a long oval route that goes around about 10 blocks of a big boulevard 
that consists of 2 lanes going one-way, a wide island of trees down the middle, and 2 lanes going the other way.  Basically, there are 3 
levels of seating along the route:  free seating (first-come-first-serve) is on the bordering sidewalks (in general, people started laying 
down blankets or occupying this space up to 2 hours before);  tiered seating/portable stadium seating that had been placed on the 
island/under the trees in advance (probably the most expensive tickets), and then bench seating (5 rows deep on each side) that was 
placed last-minute in the middle of the route at intersections.  We had the bench seating, 2 rows in. While we were a little envious of the 



tiered seating, it was hard not to see the parade or feel the enormity of it.  The actual Kanto began a little before 7:30 and ran until just 
before 9. The ~50 Kanto groups began filing in from a side-street at sunset (poles down) and the time it took for them to fill the entire 
route was probably 15-20 minutes.  Over 200 poles are raised at any time during the parade – orchestrated by the 
calling/chanting/whistle-ing guy. The line-up of groups shift positions 3 times during the parade - but, sitting in the middle, you feel as 
though you are surrounded by the rice-like lantern displays. Definitely one of the most amazing sights I've ever seen.  That said:  you 
definitely don’t see ALL the groups but I don’t think that’s a big deal.  What did drive Ellen and I a little nuts was that they don’t dim the 
street-lights… and so you wind up with these glaring lights in a lot of your photographs (plus, neither of us has decent skills or cameras 
for taking night photography).  There were a few exciting pole-falls… but they actually install multiple catch-wires above the crowd.  
  

 
Left to Right:  the first pole rise, various pole manueuvers, a pole-fall/wire-catch, a patient dad helping a line-up of little boys 

 
The festival ended very promptly and there was an orderly exodus such that we were on the road by 9:30 - no problems driving out of 
the city whatsoever.  So - here is where things get interesting:   sometime I failed to mention was that Oganoya called us during lunch 
and said they were moving us to the Hotel Lemon Tea (5 minutes away in Oga) because of an overbooking problem. They did not tell 
us over the phone this was an adults only Love Hotel - but my sister knew instantly they were trying to move the gaijin, hoping we would 
miss the adult-only part. We were also asked to stop at the Oganoya on our way there so the owner could guide us to the Lemon Tea; 
when we did so (again – about an hour north of Akita), we were clear that we fully understood this was a Love Hotel move and the desk 
attendant did seem rather embarrassed.  I personally don't have big history with Japan or the Love Hotel concept - so, for me, all I saw 
was the relative room size and the great cost savings of the Lemon Tea ($60 – half the cost of the Oganoya). That said, it was sort of 
seedy feeling coming in - the parking garage has panels you can move in front of your license plate, the front desk has a panel hiding 
your face from the staff (i.e. all interactions are by hand through a 4-inch space), and there are "sexy" costumes on display by the front 
desk (most were sort of school uniformy – see cover montage). Our room - called "the royal room" - was massive... probably FIVE 
TIMES bigger than all hotels we stayed at during our 2+ weeks in Tohoku. There were 2 queen beds; both were clean in terms of 
bedding - only the carpet padding around the frame made me want to pull out a blacklight. Ellen’s bed had this funky headboard with 
some kind of 1970s-looking control panel;  at first glance, we thought it was something bondage-y (like – is this where you secure the 
hand-cuffs?)… but, upon further inspection, it was clearly some kind of master room control board.  There was a full-body massage 
chair, which was sort of nice to have after a long day. The bathroom had a big tub that was surrounded by pillars and what looked like 
disco/spotlights or something (these did not appear to work). There was good AC (except in the bathroom).  
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) Lemon Tea Love Hotel – room, Ellen’s bed with interesting control panel, massage chair, pillared bathroom/tub;  

(bottom) wall of glass, surprisingly tasty breakfast, views outside, exterior (don’t forget check-in – cover montage!) 
 
The next morning, we had requested a breakfast delivery at 8.  The breakfast was minimal but filling - a tray with tasty grilled 
ham/cheese on very white crustless bread with chicken broth and yogurt.  As with check-in, you never saw the staff... they rang the bell, 
dropped the tray, and ran. Given that we arrived last night in total darkness, I was surprised to find there was even a nice view of the 
sea from the window. In contrast with me (who loved the love hotel), Ellen hated the place and felt it had a strong negative 
vibe/atmosphere.  Indeed, I slept great but Ellen was bothered to the point she didn’t sleep much/well.  It should be noted that Ellen and 



I have each attempted to submit hotel-specific reviews but we have both been rejected. In my case, the stated reason is that the Lemon 
Tea does not meet certain hotel criteria (even though it - and other Love Hotels - are now appearing on several mainstream booking 
sites). Ellen (the one who booked the Oganoya) also tried to submit reviews for that place (who poorly managed the booking) but 
because we didn't stay there, those reviews have also been rejected.  I personally think the Lemon Tea is a GREAT option given the 
difficulty getting hotels in Akita during the Kanto. 
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) okonomiyaki man, day-viewing of the mighty Nebuta lanterns by the waterfront;  (bottom) more day-viewing – note 

old ladies with snake-skull (hilarious!), Ellen/I in rassera hats, pile of rassera hats, western rassera mannequins, real rassera  
 
August 4:  Aomori (Again) - This Time With the Extraordinary Kanto Matsuri/Festival 
The Aomori Nebuta was the second most important reason I planned this entire trip – based largely, again, on a super-impressive 
Journeys in Japan episode.  Tickets and accommodations for this festival were actually harder to get than the Akita Kanto (probably 
because Aomori is said to see 1 million a night during the Nebuta) – and I am still not certain about a good strategy.  For nearly 11 
months, we could not get any reasonable accommodations.  We booked and eventually canceled at least 3 different places that were 
each an hour away (the assumption being that we would have to compete for the train to get in/out).  In contrast with Akita, we also 
NEVER got tickets (which went officially on sale early July – so a month before) – and so this was a serious concern given the 
problems with the accommodations, the uncertain train access, and larger crowds.  When it was clear we were not getting official 
tickets (i.e. Ellen had exhausted all her skills and contacts in Japan), I started madly searching for tour packages on sites like Japanican 
– and found a hotel-seating package being offered by a small travel company in Aomori.  It was definitely not cheap, however:  basically 
$500 for 2 at the downtown Daiwa-Roynet plus festival seating – and breakfast the next morning.  The price did not include parking and 
the only room available had one regular bed.  But it had an earlier-than-usual check-in time of 2 p.m., which meant we could enjoy a 
less frantic drive in, and take more time to deal with parking in the city.  For me, it was totally worth it;  Ellen – hard to say, although she 
did appreciate the amazing seats and the hotel breakfast (deemed by her as the best on the whole trip). 
 
We left Oga and the Lemon Tea love hotel around 9.  We made good timing but did pay about $14 for toll highways - matching the 
expected 2.5-hour drive-time, as predicted by the navigation system (with one drink/snack/pee stop at a lame rest-area).  We arrived at 
the outskirts of Aomori around 11:30 and decided it was finally time to indulge a much-discussed food option:  Mos Burger (Japan's 
largest fast food burger chain – I was going to say McD-equivalent but I thought it was higher quality... more like Burgerville - with all the 
sourcing emphasized).  Ellen then dropped me off at the hotel and I dragged the luggage to the lobby, waiting about 40 minutes for her 
to find a parking spot and walk back.  In the end, she found a spot that was 15 minutes away on foot for $10/24 hours (she said that 
anything in a 3-4 block radius of the parade route seemed to be charging exorbitant hourly fees that would have cost 10X that 
amount!).   As with Akita, Aomori was about 86 today – and high humidity.  We were actually able to check in around 1:15 – AND the 
hotel DID have a room with twin beds but that would cost $30 extra.  Since Ellen’s birthday (#47!) was tomorrow, I felt that was the best 
birthday present I could give her (i.e. not sleeping with me or having one of us on the floor).   
 
After getting settled in our room, we set out on foot at 2 and did a nice walk – initially down to the waterfront - to see the parade floats in 
daylight (they were parked in these big garage-like temporary tents open for public viewing and pictures).  There were many people 
visiting the floats, as well as a dozen of so street-food vender tents.  In contrast with Akita, there didn’t seem to be one big food area… 
just many clusters all over:  some impromptu tents along the sidewalks, but also more restaurants spreading into the sidewalks with 
take-away style stuff.  With dinner planning on our minds, we went back into downtown to visit the fresh market… but it was, like, totally 
fish, fish, fish – and stinky!  Surveying various sidewalk options, we more or less agreed on take-away items (i.e. fried chicken, fried 
rice, corn, and fruit, which we ate in the hotel room around 5). I even power-napped 30 minutes before we headed down to the lobby at 
6:30, the designated meeting time for going to our reserved seating area.  The guide was there but only 6/8 of the ticket-holders were 
present;  embarrassingly, the missing/very late couple was American.  The guide had to call their room and they were still 7+ minutes 



late and didn't make any effort to apologize.  The guide led us about 7+ minutes through the streets (which were now quite packed) to 
our reserved platform.  Ellen and I and a Chinese couple made sure we walked in the lead and took the front so the late American 
couple couldn't do something dumb take the best seats after holding everyone up.  This time, the seating was an elevated, open tatami 
mat platform that was about 8X10 feet.  Just before/as the parade began, small groups of people dressed in weird stuff and acting 
outrageously (e.g. a well-physiqued man in a leopard skin bikini, guys dressed as Freddy Mercury or Kiss) were running around trying 
to interact with the sideline crowds;  although – to my eyes/experience - they gave a strong alternative/queer/trans vibe, I learned later 
they are called baketo and this is a thing (i.e. they come through just before the parade begins moving, trying to rouse everyone’s 
excitement).   Ellen and I both agreed that this was a different festival than the Kanto.  Basically, about 30 teams marched a huge 
parade circuit around the city... I'm going to say probably 15-20 blocks.  The groups had a musician squad (massive drums, flutes, and 
cymbal players), a roped-off block of variously active rassera dancers/callers (anyone could participate in that if they dressed in the 
appropriate costume, which you bought), and then the nebuta – or giant lantern floats (about 20X20X15 feet on 2 big wheels and driven 
by about 20 guys who wheeled them and spun them and brought them close up to different sections - tipping them forward.  Ellen was 
sometimes good at screaming and getting their attention or rallying our section to get the float guys over.  Some of the people handed 
out bells and Ellen managed to collect a record 8 bells. It should also be noted that the rassera dancer/caller blocks varied highly in 
terms of numbers, volume, and dance level.  As with the baketo, the rassera costumes that the dancers/callers wore were also very 
gender-fluid and so you'd have these totally cheerleadery groups come by and I would think they were female… but they were actually 
young men (some probably drunk).  We did see one westerner in a rassera block;  he looked early-40s, was bald, and was super-hyped 
up… I speculated to Ellen that he was a college professor on sabbatical (also possibly drunk).  Although I have referred to drinking 
twice (and this festival had more crowd participation where that is more visible/palpable), the politeness and orderliness of everyone 
was as good as the Akita Kanto;  the festival began promptly at 7:10 and wrapped up just after 9.   
 

 
 

 
Left to Right:  (top) Nebuta movers, best still shot, profile (because the Nebuta offer 360 sculpture views), a float bow in profile;  

(bottom) a bow across the street, a representative music squad, a block of rassera dancers/callers (again – EACH float had their own) 
 
In general, I enjoyed the Kanto more because it was more traditional and linked to the rice/bamboo balancing.  But the Aomori Nebuta 
was quite a spectacle.   Although it is said the Nebuta sees 1 million a night (about 3X the Akita Kanto), it didn't feel that big... probably 
because it is more spread out, a lot of people are physically in the parade as rassera dancers/callers, and we weren't on the streets all 
day watching the crowds build like we were in Akita. 
 

 
Left to Right:  Hirosaki Apple Park entrance – apples, one/person picking, facility shopping & restaurant, barn boots and firepit/kitchen 

 
August 5-7:  Apples, Ellen’s Birthday, and the Hirosaki Neputa… and Returning Home 
The next morning was Ellen’s 47th birthday.  I think her favorite thing that day was, like I said, the insanely delicious breakfast at the 
Daiwa Roynet.  Honestly, could I do this day over again, I would have gone up Mt. Iwaki and then taken Ellen to a Tsugaru Shamisen 



dinner performance.  But alas, we spent the day doing mediocre things across the board – determined by our central planning around 
attending the Hirosaki Neputa (their spelling for Nebuta), a small-town and much lower-key version of Aomori’s lantern parade festival.  
As noted in email discussions with family/friends:  this was like comparing the Seattle Seafair Parade with Tacoma’s Daffodil Parade (I 
thought even that was too generous… try the Manhattan, Montana Potato Festival/Parade).  Anyway - we left the hotel around 10:30, 
our first goal:  the Hirosaki Apple Park, about an hour away.  It was fine but we probably could have skipped it;  I think we were both 
hoping that it was going to be like the lavender-oriented Farm Tomita in Hokkaido, which was quite lively and offered lots of great food.  
Although we were surrounded by fruit orchards (mostly apple, but some peach as well), we were surprised that their U-pick option was 
very sad (our tiny group of 12 people were walked to one specific row where we were only allowed to pick 1 apple/person from 2 
trees… and the apples were mushy/not tasty).  We did partake in an apple soft-serve cone but it wasn't particularly apple-y.  Other than 
the big gift shop/restaurant, there wasn’t much to do here:  we climbed a little viewing hill (the air was very hazy but you could see the 
vague outline of Mt. Iwaki) and we went down to an historic barn with a few artifacts (the most interesting were all the straw boots and 
mittens, made for the incredibly harsh winters Aomori is famous for).   
 

 
Left to Right:  Hirosaki castle, Fujita Gardens – British-style home with apple-y restaurant, curry;  Japanese-style garden 

 
We then went to Hirosaki proper (about 15 minutes away) and toured the Hirosaki Castle/Park area and adjacent Fujita Gardens, which 
supposedly had the best apple-focused lunches (apple curry, apple juice, and apple pie).  It was a little unclear where the best place to 
park and enter the complex;  I’m not sure we used the easiest parking area (which was basically some woman’s house) and entered via 
the cherry blossom riverside path.  After walking the path, we came to one of the fee stations and paid for a combo ticket that got us 
into both the castle area and the gardens.  Although the park likely had other sights to see, we focused on climbing to the castle (built in 
the 1600’s) and going inside (reminded me of going into a Dutch windmill).  Being that it was getting into lunch-time, we made our way 
down to the Fujita Gardens, which were larger than I was expecting.  The first structure by the fee station is the British-style house with 
the apple lunch – and so we hit that first, enjoying juice (not as good as the hotel’s this morning), apple curry with rice and potato salad 
(fine) and 2 different apple-filled pastries (again, fine).  We then did a moderate walk all around the gardens, which involved a couple 
different Japanese-style homes, descending a steep hillside to what westerners think of as traditional Japanese gardens, and then 
climbing back up to eventually find the car.  We then drove about 25 minutes across town and into the farmland outskirts to our hotel 
(Apple Land), which was definitely on the bus-tour circuit and served hoards of older people.  We figured out later that the Apple Land is 
used to serve tour-groups for both the Aomori Nebuta and the Hirosaki Neputa (i.e. groups stay there for both and are bussed in 
nightly).  Although it was a cute tatami-style room (but with western beds) and there were apples in the fridge (crunchier than the Apple 
Park), it was not worth the exorbitant cost (which, frankly, I didn’t catch when I booked the place… mostly because it was our only 
option near Hirosaki). 
 

 
Left to Right:  small local train into Hirosaki, the one big taiko, rope-spinning the floats, manly-lifting (this rarely happened) 

 
Despite having successfully navigated the much-larger Kanto and Nebuta festivals with no serious problems in terms of parking, Ellen 
was once again concerned (given the distance between the hotel and the downtown) about how to get into Hirosaki because most 
access roads were closing down shortly and it was getting late.  Of course, the hotel desk staff wanted us to pay for a cab – which 
would have involved another exorbitant fee. In the end, we decided to take a very small local train (13 minutes into the city) that was 5 
minutes away by car.  Although we likely parked in a slightly illegal spot (a government building parking lot that was closed/empty when 
we arrived), there were no tickets, warnings, or problems when we returned.  By comparison with Aomori, it didn't seem like there were 
many people heading to the festival - based on train traffic or what people were wearing on the train.  The Hirosaki train station was 
busier and, as with Akita, right by the parade route.  We easily found our seating area and there were many talkative Japanese couples 
around us doing various festival circuits - including a chemist who trained partly at UW/Seattle (his father was some kind of 
monk/religious leader there pre-war).  Ellen would be remiss if I didn’t mention that I stepped over some seating ropes, causing a 



policeman to pretty much run up because apparently you must present your ticket and be escorted to sit down. Although Ellen went out 
for more street food (mostly patronizing this buffet-style set-up at the HUGE Art Hotel near our seating area), I actually packed a lunch 
(I had some bread and PB - and added a banana and chips).  We watched the parade from 7:10 until 8:20.  The floats were significantly 
simpler (more like fans with 2D paintings on them) and smaller - but, on the plus side, many were steered simply by a few little kids.  
The lantern floats could be spun with ropes;  once, the men all rushed out and lifted one (this seemed mostly to be for show).  There 
were fewer drunk dancers and more little kids (many holding little lanterns that looked home-made)... although the energy level was 
much lower;  at times, some of the paraders looked weary, bored, or tired.  There were some wacky floats (like this ghost house with a 
ghost puppet that was rigged to fly out the window every minute) but there were some cute school floats painted simply by the kids.  
Although I thought there would be more really big drums, there was only 1 - which opened the parade - during the time we watched.  
The musician-ship, in general, was smaller and less elaborate than the Nebuta.  We thought the parade was to end at 8:30 and had 
made the decision to take the earlier/8:20 train back (vs. waiting until 9+ when the crowds would be greater).  Even though the parade 
was showing no signs of ending, we stuck to that plan with no regrets and used the on-site apple onsen before the buses returned... 
and even I got in for 20 minutes.  All pools were too hot - except the cold dipping pool (which I sat in for most of the time).  I did sing 
Happy Birthday to Ellen naked and out of key.  That, I can assure you, will probably never happen again. 
 
The next morning, we enjoyed a decent but busy breakfast buffet (70:30 Japanese:western) and hit the road around 8:30.  The airport 
was just over 30 minutes away but our flight was at 11, leaving a sort of tight window given that the rental car return area was a bit 
crazy.  As with the trip to Aomori, we both flew back to Sapporo/Hokkaido together (same 40-seater prop plane) and then said our 
goodbyes.  Sapporo airport was a mess again;   as with our arrival situation, the flight staff assumed everyone was going to Hokkaido, 
meaning if you had a connection you had to take the initiative to demand assistance.  Where I made it through easily, Ellen got waylaid 
because of a printer problem – meaning we had maybe 15 minutes before I took off for Narita. Ellen is always horrified when I get 
weepy – but that is how I roll.  I am not going to belabor my long stay in Narita – sufficed to say that I did an overnight (same Narita 
Resthouse as before), even though my flight back to Seattle tomorrow wasn’t until 5 p.m. (and, in retrospect, I could have made that 
work without an overnight).  I did enjoy some exercise walking, albeit with shitloads of truck fumes, and a ginormous tonkatsu dinner.  
After checking out at 11, I used my Economy Comfort lounge access and took full advantage of the day in terms of lots of great food 
and writing up as much of this report as I could.   
 
Insofar as reflections on this trip go:  I remarked to a new colleague after coming back from this trip that Japan, in my mind, can do no 
wrong… but it did try me on this trip. There is no doubt the weather challenges were harder than on the Hokkaido leg – but that seems 
to be the trade-off you have to make if you want to see these particular festivals.  There is also no doubt the hiking wasn’t as grand or 
interesting as Hokkaido – and pretty much going this time of year means hiking through an impenetrable thicket of jungle-like foliage 
(usually soaking wet) to look at some marshes and low, rounded hills.  With the exception of Gassan, the wildflowers seemed 2-3 
weeks gone.  Given all those realities, I am not sure I would recommend this area for hiking at this time of year.  What Hokkaido lacked, 
however, (namely – the palpable presence of a long history of culture and religion), Tohoku did have in spades… even if the economic 
and aging realities are a little depressing.  When I came back, I picked up Booth’s “Roads to Sata” for the fourth time;  I had forgotten 
that Aomori was his favorite area of Japan, and that we effectively traveled his route for most of this trip.  Although I did my best eating 
monster Japanese meals multiple days (impressing Ellen slightly early on), I sort of gave up after Kuroyu… and, in general, was less 
excited about the food this time around.  In contrast with Hokkaido, we also never slept on the floor/using tatami, or sat on the floor 
while eating.  However, I finally learned to use and relish a Japanese bidet – and understand why Jenn decided to buy one for her 
home in North Carolina.   
 
Sarah’s Favorites 
1.  Akita Kanto 
2.  Climbing Gassan 
3.  Kuroyu Experience (thanks Sylvi) 
4.  Aomori Nebuta 
5.  Osorezan 
 
Honorary mention – Japanese bidets and 
their desire to make pink toilets of any kind.  

Ellen’s Favorites 
1.  Akita Kanto 
2.  Aomori Nebuta 
3.  Climbing Gassan 
4.  Kuroyu Experience (thanks Sylvi) 
5.  Corn, Corn, Corn 
 
Honorary mention – Ellen was excited 
about all the food and eating all the time! 

 
 
     


